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A melhod and syslern for producing graphical images
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1
ME'l‘I{OI) AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING

GRAPI-IICAL IMAGES

’|‘ECHNlCr‘-‘LL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to the field of computer 5
graphics and more particularly to a method and system for
producing graphical images.

BACKGROUND OF THE IN\"EN'l'lON

Systems for creating oomputer graphics are well known.
Many computer graphics systems provide tools within a
computer program that allow a user to draw and edit a
variety of shapes. However, conventional systems only
enable a user to draw and edit a limited number of shapes.
If additional shapes are desired, Ill! computer program in the
system must be modified to include the additional tools
needed to draw and edit the desired shape} Additfig new tools
to the computer program each time a new shape isfdesirpd
is a lengthy and costly process. Funhen'i_1ore 'oI'ice‘-a"coi_1i'-
puter program is released; it becomes difir.-ult-'to _updat_e ihg .-program with additional shapes. 1 :

In an effort to overcome these disadvantages, one corn-
puter graphics system incorporates a limited component
plu g-in capability utilizi ng tables. when a particular shape is
desired. the system accesses a table of data Iiles. The data
tiles contain information describing a shape. The shape is
then created and edited with‘-tools within the_ computer
program. Such a system is limited to editing and creating
shapes in ways permitted by the tools within the computer
program. Thus, although shapes may he added aller release
of the computer program. the shapes that may be added are
limited to shapes that the internal tools in the computer
program know‘ how to create land edit.

SUMMARY 0F.Tl-IE! 1N VENT] UN
"therefore, a need has arisen for a new method and system

that overcomes the disadvantages and deficiencies ol_ the
prior art. I

The invention includes a method and system for genot-
aling graphical images. According to one embodiment of the
invention, a method for producing graphical imagcs includes
executing a computer program and providing a shape library
external to the com puter program. The shfape lilivraryoefines.
a shape having associated capabilities. Tbc'melhod;l'unhc_r
comprises providing the capabilities associathd )AijitI3.t,_he .

"shape to the computer progr_a,rtt while [the applipatiorujis __
executing and generating a graphical image basedion the"
capabilities. _ I 1 '

According to_another_em|_>odiment of the invention a
system "for producing graphical. images includes a computer-
rcadabic -medium and a computcrptogram encoded on -the
ccmputer—readal:le medium. '[t_te.computer program is oper-;
able to access an external shape stored outside the computer
program. The external shapghas external capabilities. The
computer program is further operable to delegate the pro-
duction of a graphical image of the external shape to the
external capabilities.

The invention provides several technical advantages. New
shapes may be added easily without rewriting the underlying
computer program. rflddilionally, shapes may be deivclopcd
by third parties, addressing particular markets. t’-‘urtherrnore.
because shapes may be developed cxtcrnalto the computer
program, they may be developed outside the application
project schedule. Moreover. because shapes may be added
easily, upgrades to the computer graphics package may be
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2
provided more frequently at lower cost. In addition, the
invention provides for the modular production of additional
shapes. Shapes may be grouped in diflerent modules based
.on similarity cl’ appearance or other characteristics» such as
intended use. For example, shapes commonly used "in a
particular technical field may be grouped in one module. The '
invention also provides an architecture that allows for the
integration of additional shapes with an existing computer
program without modifying that existing program:

BRIEF DESCRIEVHON OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present inven-
tion and the advantages thereof. reference is now made to
the following descriptions taken in connection with the
accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer graphics system;
FIG. 2 illustrates in more detail the software architecture

of the computer graphics system;
FIG. 3A illustrates the interaction between a graphics

application and shape library;
FIG. 3]! illustrates details of an internal action shown in

FIG. 3A:
FIG. 3C illustrates details of an internal symbol shown in

FIG. 3A: _
FIG. 4 shows a sehem atie of the external action aswciated

with the external shape shown in FIG. 3A;
FIG. 5 shows a schematic or the external symbol associ-

ated with the external shape shown in FIG. 3A; and
H6. 6 is an example flow chart of an example externalaction.

DETAILED DE.SCR|PTl0N OF THE
INVENTION

An embodiment of the present invention and its advan-
tages are best understood by referring to FIGS. 1 through 6
of the drawings, like numerals being used for like and
corresponding parts of the various drawings.

FIG. 1 slow: a schematic diagram of a oomputcrgraphics
system 1.10 acoording to one embodiment of the invention.
Computer graphics system 110 comprises computer soft-
ware running on a general purpose computer. Computer
graphics system 110 comprises a-processor I12. inputdevice
114, output device 116, memory 118, and disk drive 120.
The present invention composes computer software that
may be stored in memory I13 or on disk drive 120 and is
executed by processor 112. Disk drive 12!] may comprise a
variety of types of storage media such as, [or cttamplc,
floppy disk drives, hard disk drives, CD ROM disk drives,
or magnr.-.tic tape drives. l.'.ta'ta may be received Irorn the user
of computer graphics system Ill] using a keyboard or any
other type ofinput device 114. Data may be output to at user
of computer graphics system 110 through output device 115.
Output device 116 may comprise a variety of types ofcutput
devices such as. for example. a computer display or a printer.

Computer graphics system Ill] comprises computer
graphics application I22, which is a computer sofiware
program for producing graphical images on output device
116. In FIG. 1, computer graphics application 122 is illus-
trated as being stored in memory 118 for execution by
processor 112. Computer graphics application 112 may also
be stored in disk drive I20. Computer graphifi application
122 tcceives information Irom input device 114 and pro-
duces graphical images on output device 116. Computer
graphics system ‘L10 further comprises an cxlcmal shape
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library I24. In FIG. 1. shape library 12:‘ is illustrated as
being stored in memory 118. Shape library 123 may alsobc
stored in disk drive 12!]. Shape library 124 contains infor-
mation used by computer graphics application 122 to pro-
duce graphical images on output device 116. lnt'ormatiot1 in
shape library 124 is communicated to computer graphics
application 122 through communication tintt 126. The com-
putcr graphics system 110 further comprises a shared library
130. In FIG. 1, shared library 130 is 'rl_lustrat__ed as being
stored in memory 118. However. as discussed_.tn greater
detail below. shared library 130 may also be s_tored_'in disk to

drive 12». Shared library 130 provides '-a group of_ tfiitjity =functions that may ht: used by either onri1p'Lt_te_r graphic:
system 110 or shape library 124. ' ‘

FIG. 2 shows a schematic of memory Us in block
diagram form. fttrthcr illustrating computer graphics appli-
cation 122. shape library 124. communication link I26, and
shared library 130 shown in FIG. 1. The computer graphics
application 122 is a shape manipulator that, as discussed in
greater detail below, is operable to access generic capabilii
ties associated with an external shape and delegate the
production ofa graphical image of the external shape to the
capabilities associated with the shape. The production of at
graphical image may comprise. for example. generating data
that may be used by the computer graphics application 122
to place a graphical image on an output device, generating-
data and placing a graphical image. on an output device.
writing a representation of a graphical image to memory. or
the generation of other forms of:reprt-.sent:u ions of graphical
images. Capabilities are actlonmethods, symbol methods, or
any other functions that allow the generation of infonrtation
required to produce a graphical image. Exemplary action
methods and symbol methods are discussed below. The
ability to place the capahilitiesiof a shape outside computer
graphics application 122 provides several technical advan-
tagcs. For example, shapes notcontemptated at the time of
creation of computer graphir5‘app|ical,:ion 132 may ‘be
subsequently arlded to computer graphics systefrrt 120 wit_h_-
out modifying computer graphics applic'a'tiop' .12-2':

15

3D

Additionally. shapes may be developed‘ by -third ip_a:mj'cs. '
addressing particular markets. Furthermore, bedause’-shapes
may be developed external to Ihecomputer graphics appli-
cation l22, thtty may _bc developed outside the application
project schedule. In addition. invention provides for the
rn_odula_r productlonof addil rt_al shapes. Shapes may be
gIUuped_i_n diEl't_:rent modules __sed on similarity of appear-'.
ance or other characteristics.- such as intended use. For
example, shapes commonly used in a particular technical
field may be grouped in one module. The invcntion also
provides an architecture that allows for the integration of
additional shapes with an existing computer program with-
out modifying that existing program.

The shape library 124! composes a plurality of shape
collection modules 212 and 214. In a particular embodiment.
shape collection modules 212-and 214 comprise a dynamic
link library (DLL) that allows executable routines to be
stored separately as films with DLL cxlcnsiors and to be’
loaded only when rtocdcd by- the program that calls them. In
that embodiment, shapccotlection DLLs 2'12 and 214' art:
self-registering DLLS. which means they comprise two
functions to register and unregister themselves through a
system registry database for recognition by the cornputer
graphitx application 122. However, Lhc_prcst:nt invention
contemplates any suitable" software afrchitecture‘ using
dynamic link libraries, plug-ins. cxtcnsions. Iln alization
tiles, or other modular arrangement that=allows ‘shajpe ‘clot:
lection modules 212 and 214 to be stoicdil-cxlc'rn'al {Id
computer graphics application 122. ' -' '- ' ' ‘

40

45
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Shape collection modules 212 and 21-1 may bc loaded into

memory 118 from dislr drivcs12EI when needed by computer
graphics application 122. In one embodiment, shape collec-
tion modulcs 212 and 214 are loaded into memory I18 when
computer graphics application 122 is executed. E-ecause
shape collection modules 212 and 214 are separate from
computer graphics application 122. additions or improve-
ments may be made to shape collection modules 212 and
114 without aficcting the operation of computer graphics
application 122. Although two shape collect ton modules 212
and 214-_arc explicitly Qtown, the computer graphics appli-
cation 122 supports any? number of shape collection mort-
ttles. Shape collection library 124 may comprise, for
example, shape collection modules delivered with computer
graphics application 112, shape collection modules subse-
quently provided, and shape oollcction modules developed
by third panics. Shape collection modules in shape library
124 may be organized in a variety of fort1'taLs, including a hat
slrttctttre or rt hierarchittl arrangcrncnt. In a hicrarchial
arrangement, related shape collection modules may contain
sub-modules. The criteria for grouping shape collection
modules and sub-modules may comprise appearance. Field
of application, or other suitable criteria for arranging col-
lections of shapes. For example. shape collection module
212 may contain various toms of arrow shapes. and shape

‘collection module 214 may contain various shapes related to
digital electronic circuits.

The shared library 130 may also be a DLL. However, the
present invention contemplates any suitable software archi-
tecture using dynamic link libraries, plug-ins,_c:ttct_1sions.
initialization ftlcs, or other modular arrangement that allows
utility Eunct ions to be stored etrtematly to computer graphics
application 122 and shape library 121. Shared library 130
may be loaded into memory 118 £rom disk drives 12.0 when
needed by computer graphics application 122. Shared
library 130 provides a group of utility functions that may be
used by either computer graphics system 1.10 or shape
library :24. Examples of these utility functions include. for
exa mpte. drawing small markers on a computer screen. such
as on output device 116. or drawing ll gradient blend.

The Communication _Iinl( 126 allows communication
between computer graphics application 122 and shape
library 124. Communication link 1.26 may comprise. for
example. the component object model 210 used by the
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technology devel-
oped by Microsoft. Communication linlr 126 may also
comprise a simpledynamic link library application program
interface. pipes. shared memories. or sockets as usedvto.a
UNIX operating environment as well as other emerging
object-oriented technologies, such as 0pcnDor:, Netttstep.and CDRBA. Communication link 126 allows communica-
tion of complex objects between external modules 212 and
214 and computer graphics application 123 without requir-
ing knowtodge of the contents of the external modules 212
and 214.

FIG. 3A shows at schematic ot' computer graphics appli-
cation 122 and its interaction with shape library 124 in block
diagram t'on'n, further illustrating details of computer graph-
ics apptication 122. The computer graphicsapplication 122
comprises a plurality of internal shapes 310 and 310 and one -
external shape J30. lntcrnal shapes 31D .and 320 each
comprise information used by computer graphics applica-
tion 122 to produce a ditfetent graphical image on output -
device 116. These images may comprise. for example. a
circle or a rectangle. External shape tem plate 330 comprises
pointers to shapes contained within shape library 124. which
are used by oomputer graphics application 122 to produce
graphical images that art: not supported by internal shapes
310 hr 320. '
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Each internal shape 310. 32!] comprises a set of internalactions 312 and an internal symbol 314. Internal a_cti‘orI.-t 3.112
comprise a set of internal action methods 313 and asetiot‘ 3
internal action data 311, shown in FIG. 332- Internal ;a:§ll:0t‘tmethods 313 are functions that operate on internal "action
data 311 to generate an internal action 312..An internal
action 312 allows computer gfaplilits application 122 to pass
user interaction from input device 114, such as mouse and
keyboard inputs, to internal symbol methods 31".‘. which in
turn generate information used by computer graphics appli—,
cation 122 to create, edit, render, modify, read. or write it
graphical object. Examples of internal actions 312 comprise
the create action and edit actions. The create action creates
a representation ofgraphical image. for example a rectangle,
that the computer graphics application 122 places on an
output device. An edit action allows editing a graphical
image. Both the create action and the edit action may
comprise clicking on an external shape button or a menu
item on a graphical user interface.

lntemal symbol 314 comprises a set of internal symbol
methods 31? and a set of internal symbol data 315. as shown
in FIG. 3C. The internal symbol methods 31'?‘ are functions
that operate on internal symbot data 315 to generate infor-
mation used by computer graphics application 122 to create,
edit, render. modify. read. or write it graphical object on
output device 116. For example. internal symbol methods
31'! may rotate a representation of a rectangle and the
computer graphics application 122 may place a rotated
rectangle on a computer screen based on-,th.e representation
of the rotated rectangle produced by ttt_e._inte;nal ,_sy_n1_lgo1
rnctho-rls3l'l'. ._ _- ' .-'<:,'.--ii]

FIG. 3A also illustralettshape library 12-ll-l T.l'tt_§-_§l'Iti__'pc
library 124 comprises a plurality of shape collection "mod-'
ules 212 and 214. Each shape=collection module 212, 214
comprises a plurality of external shapes, such as external
shapes 350, 360, and 310. Shape collection rnoduIcs212 and
214 may he organized such ‘th'at'similar shapes are contained
within the same shape collection module. Exten-ial shape
350 comprises a plurality of cxlt-'.rt_1_al actions 352, 353, an
external symbol 354. and ex'te'rnaI,resources 356. External
resources 356 provide additional infonnation used by com-
puter graphics application 122 t_o generate graphical images.
for example, information related to hit mapped images.

The cxtcrnal shape template 330 does not comprise a
predetermined set of actions__. and a symbol. Rather. in
response to information from device 114. external shape
template 330 aoccsses an external shape contained within
shape library 124, such as extcmal shape 350 or 360. to
utilize the capabilities of the external shape. The external
shape template 330 comprises‘ an external action template
332 and an external symbol- template 334. The cxlcmal
action template 332 accesses an external action. such as
external actions 352 and 362'. and the external syrrtbol
template 334 accesses an external symbol, such as external
symbols 354 antl 366. ' '

In FIG. 3A, external shape template 330 is assi:xciat'ed with
_ two shapes 350 and 36!] in shaptvlihrary 124. Fnfrfshape 1.50,
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external action template 332 points to extemat ’action"352 -'
and external symbol template 334 points to bxiernal hyttttiol
35-I. For shape 350. external action template 3S§‘.'p'oirtts to
external action 362 and external symbol templa1e"33-1 points
to external symbol 366. In F1Gf3A. shape template 3.3!] does
not point to shape 370. P0iI1tin'g'to shapes 351] and 36!! and
not pointing to shape 31-'0 by_'external shape template 33!)
corresponds to the conditionicf displaying two external
shapes 350 and 36!} contained within shape library l2«1 on
output device ‘I16 and riot displaying a third cxlcmal shape378.‘
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FIG. *3 shows a schematic of an external action 352.

associated with "external shape 350. Extcmal action 352
comprises external action data 51!) and external action
methods 512. External action methods 51.2 are fitnclions that
work together to operate on external action data Sill tocreate an external action. An external action, such as exter-
nal action 352. allows computer graphics application 122 to
pass user interaction from input device 114, such as mouse
and keyboard inputs. to external symbol mcthodsfilz, which
as discussed below are functions that operate to create. edit,
tender. modify. read. or write a graphical object on output
device 115. Examples of cxtemal action 364 comprise the
create action and‘ edit actions. The create action creates a
graphical imagc,_Eor example a star. Art edit action allows
editing rt graphical image. for example editing a star. A user
may invoke the create star extemal action. for example. by
clicking on a star button in a graphical user interface. The
star button may provide a menu with a variety of types ofSlllfi.

External action methods 512 comprise generic action
methods 518. Generic action methods 518 comprise generic
functions that art: operable in combination to receive user
interaction're'ceived by the computer graphics application
122 from input device 114 for manipulation of shapes that
are not contained within computer graphics application 122
and that comprise a configuration unknown to computer
graphics application 122. The generic action methods 518
are defined generically in such a way that they may he
applied to any type of shape. Unlike conventional systems,
they are not specific to any one shape. The computer
graphics application I22. is written to be operable to access
the generic access methods 518 and the generic action
methods 518 are exhaustive such that any action that may be
associated with any shape can be represented by the generic
access methods 518. Thus. the generic action methods 518
are generic enough to allow for the subsequent creation of
new actions through the use of generic action rnethods_S18.
'l1ie use of genetic action methods 518 and. as discussed
below, generic symbol methods 618 allows external shapes
to he used by computer graphir: application 122. __

One of the generic action methods 518 comprises an
initialization method, Ci-Kclionlnit method. The Ciihclionlnit
method allows an external shape to communicate with the
computer graphics application 122. After execution of an
external action. data or events are communicated by the
external action through a callback function provided in the
initialization ofthe action. The callback function isprovided
in the initialization-of an action by a pointer within the
C'.At‘Ii.Dninit method. -Data transfers that may be communi-
cated by an external shape to the computer graphics appli-
cation 122 through the use ofa callback function provided
in the initialization of an action comprise the transfer of an
external symbol to the computer graphics application for
insertion into a current drawing. querying a disk path to a
CD-ROM for retrieving a file from the CD-ROM, passing
data for “undoii-lg" an operation. retrieving the area of it
current page Selection, or other types of data transfers.
Events that may be communicated by an external shape to
the computer graphics application 122 through the use of a
callback function provided in the initialization of an action
comprise notifying the application to display or not to
display selection markers. notifying the computer graphics
application 122 that the extemat symbol has been changed.
invalidating the area of the external symbol_l'or reprinting, or
other events that may need to be communicated to the
computer graphics application hy.an cxtcrnal action.

External action 352 is at quci"yable inte‘rfa'ce. ‘A queryable
interface may receive.rs_q_;ests for 'cornmtrnicatio'n.in.diEer-
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ent formats. External action 352 supports an |Action inter-
face formal 514 and an lUl(now'n interface format 516.111:
[Action inlcrfaoe formal 514 is defined by generic action
methods 519‘ and provides a format for communication with
oomputer graphics application 122. The lUknown interface 5
format 516 is a default interface format used in many
applications and allows the computer graphics application122 to access the I.-Action interface format 514. External
actions associated with other external shapes are substan-
tially similar to external action 352 associated with external
shape 350.

FIG. 5 shows a schematic of an external Symbol 3541
associated with external shape 35!). External symbol 354
comprises external symbol data 610 and external symbol
methods 612. External symbol methods 612 are functions
that operate on external symbol data 610 to create, edit.
render, modify. read. or write a graphical object.

External symbol rnathods E12 comprise generic symbol
methods 618. Generic symbol methods 618 are generic
functions that allow manipulation of a graphical image of
unknown configuration. The generic symbol methods are
defined generically in such a way that they may be applied
to any type of shape. Unlike conventional systep1_s. they are
not specific to any one shape. ‘the generic sympol methods
618 are generic enough to allow for the sut:seqt'te’nt creation
of:-new symbols through use ofgeneric symb_ol_'methqd.-t" 618:. -
The generic symbol methods _61E are also 'exh'austivc)'stl'l:li
that any symbol or manipulation of any symbol can be
represented by generic symboigrnethods 615. Because, com-
puter graphics application _l32n'ts; operable to receive and
utiliae generic symbol methods-.618. use of generic symbol
methods 618 allows extemalshapes to be used by computer
graphics application 122. 'Fl'tus1'tl-le use of generic external
symbol methods, such as generic extemttl symbol methods
613. allows manipulation of. graphical images that arenot
contained within computer graphics application 122-and that
comprise a configuration unknown-to computer graphics
application 122. " ' "ii

External symbol 354 is also a qtteryable interface. Exter-
nal symbol 354 supports an lsynibol interface forrnat 614
and an |Ultnown interfa'ce'for:mat 616. The lsynibol inter-
face format 614 is defined bysymbo] methods 618 and
provides a format for commitnication'with computer graph-
ics application 122. The |Uk_no_wn interface format 616 is a
default interface format used in many applications and
allows the computer graphics application 122 10'act::efi the
lsyrnbol interface format 614.

FIG. 6 is an example‘ How chart of an example external
action, such as external action.352. At step T10 a user may
enter a mouse cliclt to provide a message that a desired
action take place. For example, the user may‘ _cli£kton a
button in a graphical user interface to provide ti t_'ucssagel_l_(_}
computer graphics application-122 to create a3'tstar.lAt "step '2
720 computer graphics application" 122 rcceivesyhef hioiisdclick. Because the message requests an external action.‘ at
step '.-'30 the external action" template 332 is' selected to ss
handle lhc request. At step 'l'40‘.'e:ttemal action template 332
routes the message to the appropriate external action asso-
ciated with the desired star shape. such as action 352. in
shape library 124. Steps T20. T30. and 740 are performed bgi
computer graphics application‘l22 within computer graphi
ics application 122. At step 750. the message For the
roquested action is received 'wilhin shape _l.ibra.ry 1.24 and the
external action is eirecutedliy the methods associated with
the requested- action in order to product: a star. External
symbols, such as external symbol 354. are accessed by
computer graphics application 122 in substantially the sarne
way as external actions are accessed.
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Referring now to FIGS. 1 through I5 of the drawings. the
operation oi one embodiment of the invention will be
described. if a user desires to create an arrow on a computer
screen. he makes an appropriate demand through input
device 114. Such a demand may comprise, for exatnplc.
clicking on a button in a graphical user interface with a
mouse on a panicuiar area of a oomputer screen to select-a
menu item. In response to a request from input device 114.
computer graphics application 122 dcterrnines whcthcr the
desired graphical image is an external shape or an intemal
shape. If it is an exlemsl shape, external shape template 330
accesses external actions and an external symbol from a
shape in shape library 124 that is associated with the desired
external shape. The execution oflhe external actions and the
external symbol may draw an arrow on output device 116.
Because the external actions comprise generic: action meth-
ods 513 and the external symbol comprises generic symbol
methods 615. the computer graphics application 122, which
is operable to aocess_a nd use generic action methods 518 and
generic symbol methods 618. is able to produce a graphic
image based on an external shape, even if the external shape
was produced subsequent to the generation of computer
graphics application 122.

Tl'lcrel'olt'.. the invention provides a systcrri for the pro-
duclion of graphical images that allows shapes to be stored
outside the computer program using the shapes. New shapes
may be added to the system without incurring the disadvan-
tages associated with revising the computer program.
Furthcnnore. because the invention provides a program
operable to receive a robust set of generic action methods
518 and a robust set of generic symbol methods 618 from
external shapes in shape library 124, the inve.rttion_ allows for
the addition of shapes with capabilities not contemplated at
the time the computer program was written. Thus. Ltnlilrc
conventiortal systems. the invent_i'on E not limited to utiliz-
ing exlernal shapes that-have piedetcrmincd capabilities!"

Although the invention has been particularly shown and
described by the foregoing detailed "description. it will be .
ttrtdersto-od by those skilled in the an that various other
changes in form and detail may be made without departing
from the spirit and scope of the invention.

-What is claimed is‘
l. A computerized system comprising:
a storage medium;
a processor coupled to the storage medium; '

i a computer program stored in the storage medium, the
computer program operable to run on the processor. the
computer program further operable to:
access an external shape stored outside the computer

program. the external shape comprising external
capabilities; and

delegate the production of a graphical image of the
external shape to‘ the external capabilities.

I. The computerized system of claim 1. wherein the
computer program is further operable to:

access an external shape stored outside the computer
program. the external shape comprising an external

' action and an external symbol‘. and
delegate Ihe production of graphical image of the cxlcrnal

shape to the external action and the external symbol.
. 3. The computerized system of claim 2, wherein the
computer program is furtherloperable t_o: _ ' ' _ '
' ' receive user input. in a manner defined by the externalaction; and

manipulate the graphical image in response to the user
input in a manner defined by the external symbol.
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4. The computerized system of claim 2 wherein the
external action comprises a plurality of external methods
and external data. -

5. The computerized system of claim -1 wherein the
plurality of external methods comprises:

a first method responsive to a mouse buttonactivatiort:
a reoond method responsive to a mouse movement;
a third method responsive to input l'rotI_'n a keg-boa_rd; and
a Eourth method responsive to a command relceived from

the computer program based on input reoe_ived‘-iron} a
user. , - _ - '_ . I

6. The computerized system of claim'2'i’vIher'ein’ Ilhdexternal symbol oomprises a plurality of external methodsand external data.
7. The computerized system of claim 6 wherein the

plurality ofexlernal methods comprises:
a first external method operable to set the attributes of theexternal symbol;
a second external method operable to calculate the bounds

of the external symbol;
a third external method operable to get the attribulesofthe

external symbol;
a fourth external method operable to render the external

symbol; and -
a fifth external method operable to archive the external

symbol. _ _
ll. Acomputer program CI ' dad on a oornputer-readahlc

operable to:
access an external shape stored outside the computer

program, the external shape comprising external capa-'
bilitics; and I

delegate the production of a graphical image of the
external shape to the external capabilities.

9. The computer program of claim 8,‘-.wher'eIin the oom-
puter program is further operable to: - I. I ' I

access an external shape stored outside the“ compiler
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program. the external shape comprising_a_n t'Ljxt'ernal '
action and an external symbol: and' I. , .

delegate the production of a" graphical irFIa"ge of the
external shape to the external action and the external
symbol. " ' ' '

10. The computer program of claim 9. wherein the com-
puter program is further operable to: i

receive user input in a manner defined by the external
action; and I ' "manipulate the graphical‘ image in response to the user
input in a manner :Tefined'l3y the external symbol.

I1. The computer program of claim 9, wherein the exter-
nal actioir comprises-a pluralilyaof external mr.I.hods'artdexternal data.-

.l2. The computerized system of claim It wherein the
plurality of external methods comprises:

a first method responsive to.-a-mouse butlonactivationt
a second method responsiveto a mouse button activation;and -

a third method op-erable'to'allow the external shape ‘to
communicate data and events to the computer program.

13. The computer program of claim 9 wherein the external
symbol oomprises a plurality ot"- external methods and exter-_nal data. . - ‘ 2 .

14. The computerizied system of claiin 13 .wher'Icin the
plurality of external methods o.omprises:;. I I I I

a lirst external methodoperable get the attiibutes of r_heIexternal symbol; ' . " - - "'- i '
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a second external method operable to calculate the bounds

of the external symbol: _
a third external method operable to transform the external

symbol; ‘
a fourth external mclho-ti operable to render the external

symbol; and '
a filth external method operable to archive the external

symbol.
15. The computer program of claim 8 wherein the external

capabilities comprise a plurality of external methods and
external data. .

16. A method For producing graphical im ages comprising:
executing a computer program;
providing a shape library external to the computer

program, the shape library having at least one shape,
the at least one shape having capabilities;

"providing the capabilities a.~.“c-ociated with the at least one
shape to the computer prograrn while the application is
executing; and _

generating a graphical image based on the capabilities.
17.111: method of claim 16 wherein the step of providing

a shape library comprises providing a dynamic link library.
18.111: method of claim 16 wherein the step of providing

_Ihe-capabilities associated with the shape comprises provid-
ing a plurality of actions comprising a plurality of action
methods and providing a symbol oornprising a plurality of
symbol methods. _

19. The method ofclairn 18 wherein the plurality ofaction
methods comprises:

a lirst method responsive to a mouse button activation;
a second method Rtsportsive lo a mouse movement;
a third method responsive to input Erom a keyboard; and
a fourth method responsive to a command received from

the computer program based on input received from a"SCI.
20. The computerized system of claim 18 wherein the

plurality of symbol methods comprises _
a first external method operable get the attributes of the

symbol; '
a second external method operable to calculate the bounds

of the symbol;
a third external method operable to transform the symbol;
a fourth external method operable to render the symbol;and
it fifth external method operable-Io archive the symbol.
21. A computer graphics program encoded on a computer

readable medium for generating a graphical image, com-
prising: _

an external shape module having an cxtemal-shape that
- 'deI‘ines an external action and "an external-symbol. the

external action operable to perform a-generic action
method and the external symbol operable to perform a
generic symbol method; _ "

a communication link coupled to the external shape
module: and

.1 computer graphics application coupled to the commu-
nication linlt and operable to communicate with the-
external shape module using the oommunication link.
the computer graphics application oomprising an exter—
nal action template operable to access the external
action and an external symbol template operable to
a't:t:css_ the external symbol. the oomputér graphics
application further operable to delegate the production
of a graphical image to the generic action method and
the generic symbol method.
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21. The-computer graphics program of clailfi 1l.~jf_ur!lier_
comprising an internal shape defining an 'tn'lern.a|'acIiétn and
an internal symbol. '

23.111: oumputer graphics program of claim 21. wherein
the external symbol is operable to pcrforrn a plurality of S
generic symbol methods.

2.4. The oompuler graphics program of claim 21. wherein
lhe ettlernal shape module comprises a dynamic link library.

15. The computer graphirrt program of claim 21, further
comprising a shared library and wherein the computer 10
graphics application is further operable to access the shared
library and the exlernalshape library is operable to access
lhe shared library.
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26. The computer grapihit: program of claim 21, whereinthe communication link is operable to allow communication
between the external shape library and the computer graph-

ics application without the computer %raphic.s applicationrequiring knowledge of the contents 0 the external shape
library.

21. The computer graphics program of claim 21, wherein
the communication link comprises the Object linking and
Embedding technology developed by Microsoft.

28. The computer graphics program of claim 21. wherein
the communication link comprises a dynamic link library
application program interface.
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5 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING GRAPI-HCAL EMAGES

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

. This invention relates generally to the field ofcomputer grafihics and more

particularly to a method and system for producing graphical images.
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Systems for creating computer graphics are well known. Many computer

graphics systems provide tools within a computer program that allow a user to draw

and edit a variety of shapes. However, conventional systems only enable auser to

draw and edit a limited number of shapes. If additional shapes are desired. the

computer program in the system must be modified to include the additional tools

needed to draw and edit the desired shape. Adding new tools to the computer

program each time a new. shape is desired is a lengthy and costly process.

Furthermore, once a computer program is released, it becomes diflicult to update the

program with additional shapes. In

In an effort to overcome these disadvantages, one computer. graphics system

incorporates a limited component plug-in capability utilizing tables. When a particular

shape is desired, the system accesses a table of data files. The data files contain

information describing a shape. The shape is then created and edited with tools ‘within
the computer program. Such a system is limited to editing and creating shapes in ways

pennitted by the ‘tools within thesornputer progran1.- Thus, althoughlshapes may be

added afier release of the computer program, the shapes that may be added are limited

to shapes that the internal tools in the computer program know how to create and edit.

22
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Therefore, a need has arisen for a new method and system that overcomes the

disadvantages and deficiencies of the prior art. _

' The invention includes a method and system for generating graphical images.

According to one embodiment of the invention, a method for producing graphical

images includes exe_cuting a computer program and providing a shape library external

to the computer program. The shape library defines a shape having associated

capabilities. The method fiirther comprises providing the capabilities-associated with -

the shape to the computer program whilelthe application is executing and generating ai
graphical image based on the capabilities. I

According to another embodiment of the invention a system for producing ' I

graphical images includes a computer-readable medium and a computer program

encoded on the computer-readable medium. The computer program is operable to

access an external shape stored outside the computer program. The external shape

has external capabilities. The computer program is further operable to delegate the

production of a graphical image of the external shape to the external capabilities. .

The invention provides several technical advantages. New shapes may be
added easily without rewriting the underlying computer program. Additionally, shapes

may be developedby third parties, addressing. particular markets. Furthermore,

because shapesmay be developed external to the computer program, they may be

developed outside the application project schedule. Moreover, because shapes may be

added easily, upgrades to the computer graphics package may be provided more I
frequently at lower cost. In addition, the invention provides for the modular

production of additional shapes. Shapes may be grouped in difierent modules based on

similarity ofappearance or other characteristics, such' as intended use. For example,

shapes commonly used in a particular technical field may be grouped in one module.

The invention also provides an architecture that allows for the integration ofadditional

shapes with an existing computer program without modifying that existing program.

23
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4.

BRIEF DE§§ ;RIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present invention and the advantages

thereof, reference is now made to the following-descriptions taken in connection with

the accompanying drawings in which:

FIGURE illustrates a computer graphics system;

FIGURE %,illi.istrates_in more detail the software architecture of the
computer graphics system;

FIGURE 3A_illust_rates the interaction between a graphics application
and shape library; -'/I _

FIGURE 3/B"illustrates details of an internal action shown in FIGURE
3A; /' .

FIGURE 3C _il-lfzstrates details of'an internal symbol shown in FIGURE
3 A;

FIGURE 4 shows a schematic of the external action associated with the .r .

external shape shown in FIGURE 3A;

FIGURE 5 shows a schematic of the external symbol associated with

the external shape shown in FIGURE 3A; and I

FIGURE 6 ' an example flow chart of an example external action.
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DETAILED DE§CR[P-TION OF THE INVENTION

An embodiment of the present invention and its advantages are best understood

by referring to FIGURES I through 6 of the drawings, like numerals being used for.

like and corresponding parts of the various drawings. I

FIGURE 1 shows a schematic diagram of a computer graphics system I 10

according to one embodiment of the invention. Computer graphics system" I 10

comprises computer software running on a general purpose computer. Computer

graphics system 110 comprises a processor 112, input device 1_I4, output device 116,

memory 118, and disk drive 120. The present invention comprises computer software

that may be stored in memory 113 or on disk drive 120 and is executed by processor

112. Disk drive 120 may comprise a variety of types of storage media such as,_ for

example, floppy disk drives, hard disk drives, CD ROM disk drives, or magnetic tape

drives. Data may be received fi‘om the-user of computer graphics system 1 10 using a

keyboard or any other type of input device 1 14. Data maybe output to a user of

computer graphics system 110 through output device I16. Output device 116 may

comprise a variety of types of output devices such as, for example, a computer display

or a printer.

Computer graphics system 110 comprises computer graphics'app|ication' 122,

which is a computer software program for producing graphical images on output

device 116. In FIGURE 1, computer graphics application 122 is illustrated as being
stored in memory 1 18 for execution by processor 1 t2. Computer graphics application

122 may also be stored in disk drive 120. Computer graphics application 122 receives
infonnation from input device 114 and produces graphicalimages on output device-

ll5. Computer graphics system 110 further comprises an external shape Iibrary 124}.

In FIGURE 1, shape library 124 is illustrated as being stored in memory 118. Shape

library 124 may also be stored in disk "drive 120. Shape library 124 contains

information used by computer graphics application 122 to produce graphical images on

output device I16. Information in shape library 124 is communicated to computer

graphics application 122 through communication link 126. The computer‘graphics

system 110 further comprisesa shared library 130. In FIGURE 1, shared library 130

/
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is illustrated as being stored in_ memory 1 18. However, as discussed in greater detail

below, shared library 130 may also be stored in disk drive 120. Shared library 130

provides a group of utility fiunctions that may be used by either computer graphics

system 110 or shape library 124. I

FIGURE 2 shows a schematic of memory 1 13 in block diagram form, further

illustrating computer graphics application 122, shape library 124, communication link

126, and shared library 130 shown in FIGURE 1. The computer graphics application

122 is a shape manipulator that, as discussed in greater detail below, is operable to

access generic capabilities associated with an external shape and delegate. the

production of a graphical image of the external shape to the capabilities associated

with the shape. The production of a graphical image may comprise, for example,

generating data that may be used by the computer graphics application 122 to place a

graphical image on an output device, generating data and placing a graphiczil image on

an output device, writing a representation of a graphical image to memory, or the

generation ofother forms of representations of graphical images. Capabilities are

action methods, symbol methods. or any other filnctions that allow the generation of

information required to produce a graphical image. Exemplary action methods and

symbol methods are discussed below. The ability to place the capabilities of a shape

outside computer graphics application 122 provides several technicaladvantages. For

example, shapes not contemplated at the time ofcreation of computer graphics

application 122 may be subsequently added to computer graphics system .120 without
modifying computer graphics application 122. Additionally, shapesmay be developed

by third parties, addressing particular markets. Furthermore, because shapes may be

developed external to the computer graphics application 122, they may be developed
outside the application project schedule. In addition, the invention provides for the

modular production of additional shapes. Shapes may be grouped in different modules

based on similarity of appearance or other characteristics, such as intended use. For

example, shapes commonly used in a particular technical field may be grouped in one

module. The invention also provides an architecture that allows for the integration of
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additional shapes with an existing computer program without modifying that existing

program.

The shape library 124 comprises a plurality of shape collection modules 212

and 214. In a particular embodiment, shape collection modules 212 and 214 comprise

a dynamic link library (DLL) that allows executable routines to be stored separately as

files with DLL extensions and to be loaded only when needed by the program that calls

them. In that embodiment, shape collection DLLs 212 and 214 are self-registering

DLLs, which means they comprise two functions to register and unregister themselves
through a system registry database for recognition by the computer graphics

application 122. However, the present invention contemplates any suitable software

architecture using dynamic link libraries, plug-ins, extensions, initialization files, or

other modular arrangemenrthat allows shape collection modules 212 and 214 to be

stored external to computer graphics application 122.

Shape collection modules 212 and 214 may be loaded into memory 118 from

disk drives 120 when needed by computer graphics application 122. In one

embodiment, shape collection modules 212 and 214 are loaded into memory 118 when

computer graphics application 122 is executed. Because shape coliection modules 212

and 214 are separate fiom computer graphics application 122, additions or

improvements may be made to shape collection modules 212 and 214 without affecting

the operation of computer graphics application 122. Although two shape collection

modules 212 and 214 are explicitly shown, the computer graphics application 122

supports any number of shape collection modules. Shape collection library 124 may

comprise, for example, shape collection modules delivered with computer graphics

application 122, shape collection modules subsequently provided, and shape collection
modules developed by third parties. Shape collection modules in shape library 124

may be organized in a variety of formats, including a flat structure or a hierarchial

arrangement; In a hierarchial arrangement, related shape collection modules may

contain sdblmodules. The criteria for grouping shape collection modules and sub-
modules may comprise appearance,'field of application, or other suitable criteria for

arranging collections ofshapes. For example, shape collection module 212 may
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contain various forms of arrow shapes, and shape itollection module 214 may contain
various shapes related to digital electronic circuits.

The shared library 130 may also be a DLL. However, the present invention

contemplates any suitable software architecture using dynamic link libraries, plug-ins,

extensions, initialization files, or other modular arrangement that allows utility

fiinctions to be stored externally to computer graphics application 122 and shape

library 124. Shared library 130 may be loaded into memory 118 fi_'0I!'l disk drives 120

when needed by computer graphics application 122. Shared library 130 provides a

group of utility functions that may be used by either computer graphics system i 10 or

shape library 124. Examples of these utility fiinctions include, for example, drawing

small markers on a computer screen‘, such as on output device 116, or drawing a

gradient blend.

The communication link 126 allows communication between computer

graphics application 122 and shape library 124. Communication link 126 may

comprise, for example, the component object model 210 used by the Object Linking

and Embedding (OLE) technology developed by Microsoft. Communication link 126

may also comprise a simple dynamic link library application program interface, pipes,

shared memories, or sockets as used in a UNIX operating environment as well as other

emerging object-o_riented technologies, such as OpenDoc, Nextstep, and CORBA.

Communication link 126- allows communication of complex objects between external

modules 212 and 214 and computer graphics application 122 without requiring

knowledge of the contents of the extema] modules 212 and 214.

FIGURE 3A shows a schematic of computer graphics application 122 and its

interaction with shape library 124 in block diagram form, further illustrating details of

computer graphics application 122. The computer graphics application 122 comprises

a plurality of intema] shapes 310 and 320 and one external shape 3-30. Internal shapes

310 and 320 each comprise information used by computer graphics application 122 to

produce a different graphical image on output device 116. These images may

comprise, for example, a circle or a rectangle. External shape template 330 comprises

pointers to shapes contained within shape library 124, which are used by computer
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graphics application 122 to produce graphical images that are not supported by internal

shapes 310 or 320.

Each internal shape 310, 320 comprises a" set of internal actions 3'12 and an

internal symbol 314. Internal actions 312 comprise a set of internal action methods
313 and a set of internal action data 31 1, shown in FIGURE 313. Internal action

methods 3 l3 are functions that operate on internal action data 311 to generate an

internal action 312. An internal action 312 allows computer graphics application 122

to pass user interaction from inputdevice 114, such as mouse and keyboard inputs, to

internal symbol methods 31?, which in turn generate information used by computer

graphics application 122 to" create, edit, render, modify, read, or write a graphical

object. Examples of internal actions 312 comprise the create action and edit actions.

The create action creates a representation ofgraphical image, for example a rectangle,

that the computer graphics application 122 places on an output device. An edit action

allows editing a graphical image. Both the create action and the edit action may

comprise clicking on an external shape button or a menu item on a graphical user
interface.

Internal symbol 314 comprises a set of internal symbol methods 31? and a s_et

of internal symbol data 315, as shown in FIGURE 3C. The ‘internal symbol methods

31? are liinctions that operate on internal symbol data 315 to generate information

used by computer graphics application 122 to create, edit, render, modify, read, or

write a graphical object on output device 116. Forexamplc, internal symbol methods

31? may rotate a representation of a rectangle and the computer graphics application

122 may place a rotated rectangle ‘on a computer screen based on the representation of

the rotated rectangle produced by the internal symbol methods 317.

FIGURE 3A also illustrates shape library 124. The shape library 124

comprises a plurality of shape collection modules 212 and 214. Each shape collection

module 212, 214 comprises a plurality of external shapes, such as external shapes 350,

360, and 370. Shape collection modules 212 and- 214 may be organized such that

similar shapes are contained within the same shape collection module. External shape

350 comprises a plurality of external actions 352, 353, an extema] symbol 354, and
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external resources 356. External resources 356 provide additional inforrnationused

by computer graphics application 122 to generate graphical images, for example,

infonnation related to bit mapped images.

The external shape template 330 does not comprise a predetermined set of

actions and a symbol. Rather, in response to information from device H4, extemal

shape template 330 accesses an external shape contained within shape library 124, such

as external shape 350 or 360, to utilize the capabilities ofthe external shape. The

external shape template 330 comprises an external action template 332 and an external

symbol template 334. The external action template 332 accesses an external action,
such as external actions 352 and 362, and the external symbol template 334 accesses

an external symbol, such as external symbols '3 54 and 366.

. In FIGURE 3A, external shape template 330 is associated with two shapes 350

and 360 in shape library 124. For shape 350, external action template 332 points to

external action 352 and external symbol template 334 points to external symbol 354.

For shape 360, external action template 332 points to external action 362-and external

symbol template 334 points to external symbol 366. In FIGURE 3A, shape template

330 does not point to shape 370. Pointing to shapes 350 and 360 and not pointing to

shape --370 by external shape template 330 corresponds to the condition of displaying

two external shapes 3'50 and 360 contained within shape library 124 on output device

1 16 and not displaying a third external shape 370.

FIGURE 4 shows a schematic of an external action 352 associated with

external shape 350. External action 352 comprises external action data 510 and

external action methods 512. External action methods 512 are fimctions that work

' together to operate on external action data 510 to create an external action. An

external action, such as external action 352, allows computer graphics application 122

topass user interaction from input device 114, such as mouse and keyboard inputs, to

external symbol methods 6l2, which as discussed below are fimctions that operate to

create, edit, render, modify, read, or write a graphical object on output device 116.

Examples of external action 364 comprise the create action and edit actions. The

create action creates a graphical image, for example a star. An edit action allows

I
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editing a graphical image, for example editing a star. ,A user may invoke the create star
external action, for example, by clicking on a star button in a graphical user interface.

The star button may provide a menu with a variety of types of stars.

External action methods S12 comprise generic action methods S18." Generic

action methods 518 comprise generic functions that are operable in combination to

receive user interaction received by the computer graphics application 122 from input

device l 14 for manipulation of shapes that are not contained within computer graphics

application 122 and that comprise a configuration unknown to computer graphics

application 122. The generic action methods 51% are defined generically in such a way

that they may be applied to any type of shape. Unlike conventional systems, they are

not specific to any one shape. The computer graphics application 122 is written to be

operable to access the generic access methods 518 and the generic action methods 518

are exhaustive such that any action-that may be associated with any shape can be

represented by the generic access methods 518. Thus, the generic action methods 518

are generic enough to allow for the subsequent creation of new actions through the use

ofgeneric action methods 5 l 8. The use ofgeneric action methods 518 and, as

discussed below, generic symbol methods 618 allows external shapes to be used by

computer graphics application 122.

One of the generic action" methods 518 comprises an initialization method,

CActionInit method. The CActionInit method allows an external shape to

communicate with the computer graphics application 122. After execution of an

external action, data or events are communicated by the external action through a.

callback function provided in the initialization of the action. The callback function is

provided in the initialization of an action bya pointer within the CActionInit method.

Data transfers that may be communicated by an external shape to the computer

graphics application 122 through the use of a callback fimction provided in the

initialization of an action coinprise the transfer ofan external symbol to the computer

graphics application for insertion into a current drawing, querying a disk path to a CD-

ROM for retrieving a file from the CD-ROM, passing data for "undoing" an operation,

retrieving the area of a current page selection, or other types of data transfers. Events

.\E‘__-
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‘that may be communicated by an external shape to the computer graphics application

I22 through the use of a callback fimction provided in the initialization of an action

comprise notifying the application to display or not to display selection markers,

notifying the computer graphics application 122 that the external symbol has been

changed, invalidating the area of the external symbol for reprinting, or other events

that may need to be communicated to the computer "graphics application by an external
action.

External action 352 is a queryable interface. A queryable interface may

receive requests for communication in different formats. External action 352 supports

an IAction interface format 514 and an IUknown interfaceformat 516. The Motion
interface format 514 is defined by generic action methods 518 and provides a format

for communication with computer graphics application 122. The 1'Uknown interface

format 516 is a default interface format used in many applications and allows the

computer graphics application 122 to access the [Action interface format 514.

External actions associated with other external shapes are substantially similar to

external action 352 associated with external shape 350.

FIGURE 5 shows a schematic of an extemal symbol 354 associated with

external shape 350. External symbol 354 comprises external symbol data 610 and

external symbol methods 612. External symbol methods 612 are fiinctions that operate

on external symbol data 610 to create, edit, render, modify, read, or write a graphical

object.

External symbol methods 612 comprise generic symbol methods 618. Generic

symbol methods 618 are generic functions that allow manipulation of a graphical image

of unknown configuration. The generic symbol methods are defined generically in

such a way that they may be applied to any type of shape. Unlike conventional

systems, they are not specific to any one shape. The generic symbol methods 618 are

generic enough to allow for the subsequent creation ofnew symbols through use of

generic symbol methods 618, The generic symbol methods 618 are also exhaustive

such that any symbol or manipulation ofany symbol can be represented by generic

symbol methods 618. Because, computer graphics application l22 is‘ operable to
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receive and utilize generic symbol methods 618, use ofgeneric symbol methods 618

allows external shapes to be used by computer graphics application 122. Thus, the use

ofgeneric external symbol methods, such as generic external symbol methods 61-8,

allows manipulation of graphical images that are not contained within computer

graphics application. 122 and that comprise a configuration unknown to computer

graphics application 122. l _
Extenial symbol 354 is also a queryable interface. External symbol 354

supports an Isymbol interface format 614 and an IU1-tnown interface format 616. The

ISymbol interface fonriat 614 is defined by symbol methods 613 and provides a format

for communication with ‘computer graphics application 122. The IUknown interface

fonnat 616 is a default interface format used'in many applications and allows the
computer graphics application 122 to access the ISym'ool interface format 614.

FIGURE 6 is an example flow chart of an example external action, suchas

external action 352. At step 710 a user may enter a mouse click -to provide a message

that a desired action take place. "For example, the user may click on a button in a_

graphical user interface to provide a message tocomputer graphics application 122 to

create a star. At step 720 computer graphics application 122 receives the mouse click.

Because the message requests an external action, at step 730 the external action

template 332 is selected to handle the request. At step 740, external action template

332 routes the message to the appropriate external action associated with the desired
star shape, such as action 352, in shape library 124. Steps"720, 730, and 740 are

performed by computer graphics application 122 within computer graphics application

122. At step 750, the message for the requested action is received within shape library

124 and the external action is executed by the methods associated with the requested

action in order to produce a star. External symbols, such as external symbol 354, are

accessed by computer graphics application 122 in substantially the same way as
extemal actions are accessed.

Referring nowto FIGURES "1 through 6 of the drawings, the operation of one

embodiment of the invention will be described. If a user desires to create an arrow on _

a computer screen, he makes an appropriate demand through input device 114. Such a

it
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demandimay comprise, for example, clicking on a button in a graphical user interface

with a mouse on a particular area of a computer screen to _select a menu item. In

response to a request from input device 114, computer graphics application 122

determines whether the desired graphical image is an external shape or an internal

shape. If it is an external shape, external shape template 330 accesses external actions

and an extema] symbol from a shape in shape library 124 that is associated with the I
desired external shape. The execution of the external actions and the external symbol

may draw an arrow on output device 1 16. Because the external actions comprise

generic action methods 518 and the external symbol comprises generic symbol.

methods 618, the computer graphics application 122, which is operable to access and

use generic action methods 518 and generic symbol methods 618, is able to produce a

graphic image based on an external shape, even if the external shape was produced"

subsequent to the generation of computer graphics application 122. ‘

Therefore, the invention provides a system for the production ofgraphical

images that allows shapes to be stored outside the computer program using the shapes.

New shapes may be added to the system without incurring the disadvantages

associated with revising the computer program. Furthermore, because the invention

provides a program operable to receive a robust set of generic action methods 518 and

. a robust set of generic symbol methods 61.3 from external shapes in shape library 124,

the invention allows for the addition of shapes with capabilities not contemplated at the

time the computer program was written. Thus, unlike conventional systems, the

invention is not limited to utilizing extemal shapes that have predetennined capabilities.

Although the invention has beenparticularly shown and described by the

foregoing detailed description, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that
various other changes in form and detail may be made without departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

I . A computerized system comprising:

a storage medium;

a processor coupled to the storage medium;

I a computer program stored in the storage medium, the computer program

operable to run on the processor, the computer program further operable to:

access an external shape stored outside the computer program, the

external shape comprising external capabilities; and I

delegate the production of a graphical image of the external shape to

the external capabilities.

2. The computerized system of Claim 1, whereinthe computer program is further

operable to: I

access an extemal shape stored outside the computer program, the

external shape comprising an external action and an external symbol"; an'd

delegate the production of graphical image of the" external shape to the
external action and the external symbol.

3. The computerized system of Claim'2, wherein the computer programis further

operable to:

receive user input in a manner definediby the external action; and
manipulate the graphical image in response to the user input in a

manner defined by the external symbol.

4. The computerized system of Claim 2 wherein the external action comprises a
plurality of external methods and external data.

b.

,5.’ The computerized system of Claim -2 wherein the external symbol comprises a
plurality of external methods and external data.
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fi:/ The computerized system of Claim 4 wherein the plurality of external methods

comprises: i

a first method responsive to a mouse button activation;

at second method responsive to a mouse movement;

a third method responsive to input from a keyboard; and
' a fourth method responsive to a command received from the computer

program based on input received from 3 user.

7. The computerized system of Claim‘;/wherein the plurality ofexternal methods
comprises:

a first external method operable to set the attributes of the external symbol;

a second extemal method operable to calculate the bounds of the exterhal

symbol;

a third external method operable to get the attributes of the external symbol;

a fourth external method operable to render the external symbol; and

a fifih external method operable to archive the external symbol.
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8. A computer program encoded on a computer-readable medium, the computer

program operable to:

access an external shape stored outside the computer program. the

external shape comprising external capabilities; and

delegate the production ofa graphical image of the external shape to

the external capabilities.

9. The computer program ofClaim 3. wherein the computer program is fiirther

operable to:

access an external shape stored outside the computer program, the

external shape comprising an external action and an external symbol; and

i delegate the production of a graphical image of the external shape to

the external action and the external symbol.

10. The computer program of Claim 9_, wherein the computer program is fiirther _

operable to: i

I receive user input in a manner defined by the external action; and

manipulate the graphical image in response to the user input in a

manner defined by the external symbol. _

15-

_/Lt_/ The computer program of Claim 8' wherein the external capabilities comprise a
plurality of external methods and external data.

ll

)2. The computer program of Claim 9, wherein the extemal action comprises a.

plurality ofexternal methods and external data.

13. The computer program of Claim 9 wherein the external symbol comprises a

plurality of external methods and external data.
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}A./ The computerized system of Claim )24Jherein_the plurality of external methods
comprises:

a first method responsive to a mouse button activation; -

a second method responsive to a mouse button activation; and
a third method operable to allow the ext'ern.a.l shape to communicate data and

events to the computer program__

Hi-

l,5./ The computerized system of Claim 13 wherein the plurality ofexternal methods
comprises:

a first external method operable get the attributes of the external symbol;

a second external method operable to calculate the bounds of the external

symbol; I

a third external method operable _to transform the exterrial symbol;

a fourth external method operable to render the external symbol; and

a filth external method operable to archive the external symbol.
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16. A method for producing graphical images comprising:

executing a computer program; _ _ _

providing a shape library external to the computer program, the shape library

having at least one shape, the at least one shape having capabilities;

providing the capabilities associated with the at least one shape to the computer

program while the applicationis executing; and

generating a graphical image based on the capabilities.

17. The method ofClaim 16 wherein the step of providing a shape library

comprises providing a dynamic link library.

18. The method of Claim 16 wherein the step of providing the capabilities

associated with the shape comprises providing a plurality of actions comprising a

plurality of action methods and providing a symbol comprising a plurality of symbol

methods.

19. The method of Claim 18 wherein the plurality of action methods comprises:

a first method responsive to a mouse button activation;

a second method responsive to a mouse movement;

a third method responsive to input from a keyboard; and

a fourth method responsive to a command ‘received from the computer

program based on input received from a user.

20. The computerized system of Claim 18 wherein the plurality of symbol methods

comprises:

a first external method operable get the attributes of the symbol;

a second external method operable to calculate the bounds ofthe symbol;

a third external method operable to transform the symbol;
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a. fourth external method operable to renoer the symbol; and

a fifih external method operable to archive the symbol.

_____,_._,__.—-'-w
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21. A computer graphics program encoded on a computer readable medium for

generating a graphical image, comprising:

an external shape module having an external shape that defines an external

action and an external symbol, the external action operable to perform a geneiic action

method and the external symbol operable to perform a generic symbol method;

a-communication link coupled to the external shape module; and

a computer graphics application coupled to the communication link and

operable to communicate with the external shape module using the communication

link, the computer graphics application comprising an external action template

operable to access the external action and an external symbol template operable to

access the external symbol, the computer graphics application further operable to

delegate the production of a graphical image to the generic actibn method and the

generic "symbol method.

22. The computer graphics program of Claim 21, fiirther comprising an internal

shape defining an internal action and an internal symbol.

23. The computer graphics program ofClaim 21, wherein the external symbol is

operable to perform-a plurality ofgeneric symbol methods.

24. The computer graphics program ofClaim 21, wherein the external shape

module comprises a dynamic link library.

25. The computer graphics program of Claim 2l,'fiirther comprising a shared

library and wherein the computergraphics application is fiirther operable to access the

shared library and the external shape library is operable to access the shared library.

26. The computer graphics program of Claim .21, wherein the communication link
is operable to allow communication between the external shape library and the
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computer graphics application without the computer graphics application requiring _

knowledge of the contents of the external shape library.

27. The computer graphics program ofClaim 21, wherein the communication link

comprises the Object Linking and Embedding technology developed by Microsofi.

28. The computer graphics program of Claim 21, wherein the communication link

comprises a dynamic link library application program interface.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING GRAPHICAL IMAGES

 
  

  
 

The system includes a u--- utenreadable medium and_a computer program encoded

on the computer-readable medium. - .- coniputer program is operable to access an

external shape stored outside the computer pro = . The external shape comprises

. le to delegate the

production of a graphical image of the external shape to the er-zterrl . :.

external capabilities. The computer program is filrther op
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ATTORNEY DOCKE 3. _ I PATENT
0] 36310120

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

As a below named inventor, I declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name,

that I believe I am the original, first and joint inventor of the subject matter which is claimed and

for which a patent is sought on the invention or design entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR

PRODUCING GRAIPI-IICAL IMAGES the specification of which (check-one}:

In _X_ is attached hereto; or J

, _ was filed on as Application Serial No. ‘ and
was amended onT(if applicable};

that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including

the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above; and that I acknowledge the duty to
disclose to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office all information known to me to be material to

patentability as defined in 37 C.I-".R. § 1.56. I

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under-35 U.S.C. § I19 ofany foreign application(s) I

for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign

app|ication{s) for patent or inventofs certificate having 5: filing date before that of the application

on which priority is claimed:

_ Priority _
_ Date Claimed

Number Cguntm Filed "' {Yes} §No1

...........-L_-___Nom3---.-...---__.---__-

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 120 ofany United States application(s} listed

below and, insofar as the subject matter ofeach of the claims of-this application is not disclosed

in the prior United States application(s) in the manner provided by the first paragraph of

35 U_S__C_ § 1 I2, [acknowledge the duty to disclose to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office all
D-RLOI :1 72613. I
DIEGSZOI 2|]
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information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §'l-.56 which

became available between the filing date of the prior application-3) and the national or PCT

).

international filing date of this application:

Application
Serial Number

I hereby appoint;

Jerry W. Mills

Date Filed Status

................--

Robert M. Chiaviello. Jr.
Ann C. Livingston
William N. Hulsey III
Thomas R. Felger
Charles S. Fish
Robert H. Johnston

Wei Wei J_eang'
4( Kevin J. Meek

Anthony'E. Peterman
Barton E. Showalter
David G. Willa
Robert J. Ward

In

Christopher J. Rourk
Philip w. Woo
Bradley_P. Williams
Teny J. Stalford
Roger J. Fulghum
Rodger L. Tate

Scott F. Partridge
James G. Gatto

James B. Arpin
James Remenick

Jay B. Johnson
Christopher C. Campbell
Jerome T. Tao

Stacy B. Margolies

DM.fl1:1T261!.I
0136829120
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Reg. No. 23,005

Reg. No.3__Afil_Z
Reg. No. 32 42L
Reg. No. 33,402._
Reg. No. 23,842
Reg. No.__3_5_._8l0._
Reg. No. 37 364_
Reg. No. 33,305

Reg. No. 
Reg. No.__Zi§,2l0
Reg. No. 38,302

Reg. No. 38,363_
Reg. No. 38,652
Reg. No. 39,348
Reg. No._39,BfiD_
383- N0£Q.22J...«
Reg. No,_;&£,522_

Reg. No._§_!;§_1R.
Reg. No._2_?_,399—
Reg. No. 28,142
Reg. No."§2‘6_9:I_¢_—l-—-—-""

Reg. No._3_3_,§1(_)_
Reg. No.}.fi,EZfl2
Reg. No. 38 193
Reg. No._3_Z,2.ElI.

Reg. No. [L251

Reg. No. 3i__'J_'_6__Q___
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01 3532.0 no

all of the firm of Baker & Botts, L.L.P., my attorneys with full power of substitution and

revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the United States Patent

and Trademark Office connected therewith, and to file and prosecute any international patent

applications filed thereon before any international authorities. -

 
 

Send Correspondence To: Direct Telephone Calls To‘.

Balt§r_&_f.__§otts, L_L.P. Jerry w. Mills I _ '
"'2___Q§1_ 1{5:_s§_g{\_\;e[1_ue ' at (214) 953-6665 _

Dallas, Texas 75201-2930 Atty. Docket No. 0186820120
_____________,_..._-. .__.

I declare that all statements madeherein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements

made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were

made vvith the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine

or imprisonment, or both, under Section I001 ofTitle 18 of the United States Code, and that such

I Wlllfill false statements rnayjeopardize the validity ofthe application or- any patent issuing thereon.

Full name offirst joint inventor, if any Kevin E. McFarland ‘ l
. ’____ -'—

 

I Inventor's signature i Q: 2 I -

Date (51 ff (ab .'
 Residence (City, County, State) Coppeli, Dallas‘ County, Texas

Citizenship United States Citizenship
Post Oflice Address 146 Pecan Hollow -

City and State Coppell, Dallas County, Texas "£5019

I’ DALDI :lT26l8.1lJl8u'nB2.Dl20
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Full name of the second joint inventor

Inventor's signature

Date

Residence (City, County, State)

Citizenship
Post Office Address

City and State

DALDJ :1 T261 5.]
El I 8532.01 20
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' PATENT

2 .'/C3 3)
Rodney T. Whisnant.._...§.____

‘@9147

H /_0[£/to '
Plano, Collin County, Texas._.--"" .

United States Citizenship
81? Bellflower Drive

Piano, Collin County, Texas ’}_’5075
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Transaclion History.DaIe.l‘ifl I ' I’
Date inlonnalion retrieved lrorn USPTCI F’:-!u-nt

Application Information Retrieval tF‘AiI2}
system records at www.u:;plo.go\r

AT'I'0RNEY'S DOCKE ’ATENT APPLICATION I _
0186820120 . OSI726,

. or/Q2
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE '

' In re Applioa'tion‘oiE I ' .. Kevin E. McFarland, et a].
Serial No.:-" i. ... ' osr726,o9i ' i .,

_ : ;=__‘.'..:'i'_.» H} ’}-I.‘
Filing Date: . October 4. 1996 M <‘ .- , ' ' -9' ’

Title: ' ' . METHODANDSYSTEM FOR PRODUCING Q}, ‘*0, <2:
' GRAPHICAL IMAGES 05 0 (gt.

I

correspondence is being deposited
with the United States Postal

Assistant Commissioner of ' ' Service as first class mail in an

Patents envelope addressed to: Assistant
Commissioner of _ Patents,

Washington, 20231 Washingion’ an {his

3rd gay ofJanuary, 1997.
Darlene Owens '

/- 3 - ‘I '-7

Dear Sir: Date

 
[NFORl'V1A'I'ION DIS L0 STATEIWENT

Applicant respectfully requests; pursuant to 37 CPR. §§_ 1.56, 1.9? and 1.98, that the
art listed on theattached-PTO-1449 form be considered and cited in the examination of the

above-identified application. A copy of this art is enclosed for the convenience of the

Examiner. Fiirthermore, pursuant to 37 C.F.R §§ 1.9701), no representation is made that this I

an is material to patentability of the present application. I

This lnflormation-Disclosure Stateinent is being submitted before an Office Action.

on the merits. and therefore, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b), no fee is believed to be due. '

If, however. a fee is due, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge such fee to

Deposit Account No. 92-0384 of Baker &. Butts, L.L.P.

DAJ..OI:I8848I 'DlS682.DI20
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Attorney‘; Docket: _ ' ‘ PATENT APPLICATION
186820120 as/725,091 4

Applicant respectfully submits that the claims of Applicants’ above-referenced

patent application are patentably distinguishable from these references.

Respectfully submitted,

‘BAKER & BOTTS, L.L.P.
Attorney for Applicant

.¢A.Jfi%»’??1é/Z4’/»—¢\Bradley? illiams
Reg. No. 40,227

2001 Ross Avenue

Dallas, Texas 16201-2980
(214) 953-6447
Date: January 3, 199'?

D.I\L0l:] II-183.
01868213120
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_PTO.-'SBJOS (2-92)
Shccl IT or 1

Form P1-0-1449 Appficah-on Hug-fiaélogl
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION _ _

- ‘. , _ - October 4, 1995 -

Iis. Emmm Iiacumnnrrs

DAIIFE _ NAME

 
 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

  

EXAMIN ER DATE CONSIDERED

F’. “V L74- _ av.‘ -0?-9'5’
E)<Al\.-ENER-. Inilial ifcilalion cunsidclod, whclher or not citation is in eonfomuancc with MPEP § 609. Draw line I.hroi:5h citation if ncl in
cunfunnancp and not considered. Include copy of this {bun with next communication Io Ih: applicanl.  
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Attorney's Docke 01B632.o12o PATENT

i (3 .9o9[»>"lWP sea‘

 
1

. 4/947

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE AJC;
‘re Application of: I McFarland. et al. is ?3

Serial No.: 08/726,091 O 5-;
Filing Date: October 4, 1396 75", _~__ Q3.‘. 5. 4-

Title: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING *0 4 Y,-.‘
J)’ ‘ -

GRAPHICAL IMAGES “:1 ’__. 0'

‘fl.

I hereby certify ' that
correspondence _is being deposited
with the United States Posml Service
as firs: class mail in an envelope

, _ _ addressed to: Assistant Commimoner _Honorable Assistant Commissioner
_ for Patents, Washin . D.C. 31,

for Patents 0" -

Washington, D.C. 20231 ID has Q 4

Dear Sir:
 

LEIIEE

Assignee of the above—identified U.S. Patent Application

hereby notifies the U.S. Patent and Tyademark Office that
Assignee Qualifies as a small entity pursuant to 37 C.F.R.
§ 1.9{d). Enclosed for filing in this application is a

Verified Statement {Declaration} Claiming Smell Entity Status

(37 C.F.R. §§ 1.9{f) & 1.2?(cJ) 9- Small Business Concern.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees

or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 02-0384 of
Baker & Botts, L.L.P.

Respectfully submitted,

BAKER Sc BOTTS, L.L.P.

Atto 2; for -cmlipants 

 2001 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75201~29BD
{214) 9 3-6509

Date: a 5 fa?

BALD1 :21)0?0B. I
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  l\ttomey's Docket: 0 I 8682.0] 20
Filed: . 996
Serial No. o'sn25,o9i _ - -
Title: METHOD AND svsrsm FOR PRODUCiNC- GRAPHICAI. moss

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) cuummo SMALL ENTITY STATUS
(31 CPR 1.9m & l.2'I-'{c)) ..- SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN

[hereby declare that I am an oflicial oftlie small business concern empowered toiact on hehalfofthe conoemidentified belowf .

Name of Small Business Concern. Micrografx, Inc
Address of Small Business Concern: [303 E. Arapaho Road

Richardson. Texas 75081

[ hereby declare that the above-identified small business concern qualifies as" a small businesslconcern as
defined in 13 CFR I2] .I 2, and reproduced in 3"." CFR l_9(_d), for purposes cfpaying reduced fees to the United States
Patent and Tradernark Office, in that the number of employees of the concemjncluding those of its afilliateéfioes not
exceed 500 persons For pin-poses of this mtement, (1) the number ofeniployees oftt-ie business concern is the aver3§é
over the previous fiscal year of the concern of the persons employed on a fiitt-time, part-Lime or temporary bafid "W
each ofthe pay perifl ofthe fiscal year, and (2) concerns are afliliates of each other when either. directgor
one concern controls or has me power to control the other, or a third party or parties controls or has the pgetr
iwm _ . “N. g

1 hereby declare that rights under contract or law have been oonveyedlto and remain with I.he gall main?concern identified above with regard to the invention, entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROD INC:

GRAPHICAL IMAGES by i.nventor Kevin E. McFarland, described in the specification filed Octal:-er_4, 199

If the rights held by the above-identified small business concern are not exclusive, each individual, concern
or organization haviiig rights in the invention is listed below. and no rights to the invention are held by any person,oIJ1er
than the inventor. who would no_t qualify as an independent inventor under 3? CFR l.9(c) ifthat person made the
invention, or by any concern wh.it:h would not qualify as a small business concern under 3'? CFR l.9(d), or a nonprofit
organization under 3'? CFR I_9(e).' ' _

‘NONE

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this applicauon or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss
oflentiilement to small entity status pi-ior_tc paying," or at tlie.'time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or my
maintenance fee due alter the date on which status as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR l.23('b)).

I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy own lgiowledge are true "and that all statements made
on information and belief are believed to be tme; and further that these statements were made withthe knowledge that
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under Section lO0| of
Title I8 ofthe United States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application,
any patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directed. '

Name of Person Signing: R. Edwin Pearce

Title of Person if other than owner: Secretary and General Counsel
Address of Person Signing: ' 1303 E. Arapaho Road _

 
Richardson. Texas ‘I

Signature:

Date! I 3 '3 -

DHLNI E97320 I
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Transaction History Daie /‘?'95’-03 -01
Date infarmalian relrieved fmrh L_i5PTO Pale.-nl

Applicalion Inrormatiun Retrieval (PA'iR) '
' system records at www.1.rsp1a.gov

BEST copy

I K UNITED STATE!» DEPARTMENT OE COMMERCE
at Patent and Trademark OfllceAddress: couwssuouan or PATENTS mo frmnemnxs

‘*8-run °' ' WashlI'ig1on.D.C.20231

APPL'W10N"0- EEEEEEZ
FIFIST NAMED INVENTOFI .R1'|'OHNEY DOCKET NO.

AHT UNIT PM-‘EFI NUMBER

mu! En: |l,!:l.’_

Please find below andier attached an Ofllce celmrnunlcatlen concerning this application or
proceecling. '

I Cemmleelener of Paterfle and Trademedte

PYO-DOC (Heir. IJIIE}
'u.S.GPo I996-£04.-lfiflnufiifl 3- File Cap)-
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| Office Action summery

Office Action Summary- 
—'i"he MAILING DNTE of this communication appears on the cotrersheet beneath the correspondence eddrese--

Period for Response

A SHOFITENED STATUTORY PEFIIOD FCR RESPONSE IS SET TO EXPIREiMONT!-HS} FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THiS COMMUNICATION. '

- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 3? CF?! I .!36[a]. In no event..hm-«ever, may a response-be timely tiled alter 3I><{61MONTI-isfrom the mailing date oi this communication.
- it the period [or response speciliecl above '5 less than thirty [301 days. a response within the stelulory rrlinirnum ot thirty taoidays will be considered timely.
- If NO period for response is specified above.-such period shall, by default. expire SIX (6: MONTHS Item the meilirtgoaie of this oommunioetion .
- Failure to taspond within the se! or extended period Iur response will‘ by statute, cause Ihe application to become ABANDONED [35 U.S.C. § 133}.

Status

2 Responsive to r:ornm1.lnicaiion(s} filed on

D This action is FINAL. ‘ ' ' .
El Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters. prosecution as to the merits is closed in

accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 0.0. 1 1; 453 0.6. 213.

 

Disposition of claims _

pfi Claims} I — 3. S lstare pending in the application.
Of the above claimisi istare withdrawn from consideration.

0 Ciaimis) isfare allowed.

$1 Claim[-5) -"- ~13 ' , lsfare reiected. -
1 Claims} istare objected to.

E Clalrntsj are subject to restriction or election
requirement.

Application Papers

-3 See the attached Notice ol Draftepereon's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-9-IE.

C1 The proposed drawing correction, filed on is U approved El disapproved.

C The dravtringis) filedoneiafare objected 10 by the Examiner. '
The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

F-

Hg/flflha“
Priority under 35 U.S.C. 5 119 (e)-(d) " _

C Acknowledgment is made of a claim for ioreign priority under 35 USC. § 11 9(5)-(cl). PRFIEHRK‘; NGUYEN
ID All 3 Some‘ D None of the CEFITIFIED oopiesoi the priority comments have been GROUPE 2:"d‘m'“HER
D received. _

El received in Application No. {Series (.‘.ode.lSeI'ial Number)
Cl received in this national stage application lrom the Iniemational Bureau (PCT Rule 1 ‘.r'.2(a)).

‘certified copies not received: .
 

Al'tacI1n1ent(s)

filnformetion Disclosure Statementis). PTO-1449. Paper Note).Notice of References Cited. PTO-B92

J7.{Nctice of Draftspersows Patent Drawing Review. PTO—948

i Interview summary. PTO-413
Cl Notice of informal Patent Application, PTO-152
Fl Other

U. 5. Patent and Trademark Oilice ' .
PTD-G26 i'fie4r.3-911 Part of Paper No. E:‘US. GUVIIIMII Pflflliiq Omcli IBHT— {IT-JTUEQ
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Serial Number: 08!'726,09l -' _ Page 2

Art Unit: 2772

l . The abstract ofthe disclosure is objected to because it contains the language that

can be implied {e.g., “The invention discloses”). Correction is required. See MPEP

§ 603.0 I (13).

Applicant is reminded of the proper content of an abstract of the disclosure.

A patent abstract is a concise statement of the technical disclosure ofthe patent
and should include that which is new in the art to which the invention pertains. If the
patent is of a basic nature, the entire technical disclosure may be new in the art, and the

abstract should be directed to the entire disclosure. If the patent -is in the nature of an
improvement in an old apparatus, process, product, or composition, the abstract should
include the technical disclosure of the improvement. In certain patents, particularly those
for compounds and compositions, wherein the process for making andfor the use thereof
are not obvious, the abstract should set forth a process for making andfor use thereof. If
the new technical disclosure involves modifications or alternatives, the abstract should

mention by way of example the preferred modification or alternative.

The abstract should not refer to purported merits or. speculative applications ofthe - -
invention and should not compare the invention with the prior art.

Where applicable, the abstract should include thefollowing:
(I) if a machine or apparatus, its organization and operation;
(2) if an article, its method of making;
(3) if a chemical compound, its identity and use; .
(4) if a mixture, its ingredients;
(5) ifa process, the steps.

Extensive mechanical and design details of apparatus should not be given.

Applicant is reminded of the proper language and ‘for-mat for an abstract of the

disclosure.

The abstract should be in narrative form and generally limited to a single

paragraph on a separate sheet" within the range of 50 to 250 words. It is important that-the
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Serial Number: 08f726,09l _ ' Page 3

Art Unit: 2772

abstract not exceed 250 words in length since the space"provided for the abstract on the

computer tape used by the printer is limited. "The form and legal phraseology often used
in patent claims, such as "means" and "said," should be avoided. The abstract should

describe the disclosure sufficientlyto assist readers in deciding whether there is a need
for consulting the full patent‘ text for details.

_ Thelanguage should be clear and concise and should not repeat information given
in the title. it should avoid using phrases which cart be implied, such as, "The disclosure

concerns," "The disclosure defined by this invention," "The disclosure describes," etc.

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(3) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth
in section I02 of this title. if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior
art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was
made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains". Patentability shall
not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

This application currently names joint inventors. in considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. l03(a}, the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the

various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were

-. made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under

37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor "and invention dates of each claim that was not

commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. lD3{c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(f) or (g) prior

an under 35 U.S.C. l03(a).
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J Serial Number: 08:’726,09l ' ' Page 4

Art Unit: 2';'72

3. Claims 1-28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03{a) as being unpatentable over VISIO

(Developing Visio Solutions).

As per claim 1, Visio teaches the ciaimed “computerized system” comprising:

“a storage medium” (Visio, disk, page 4);

“a processor” {Visio, page 4);

“a computer program" {ViSiCi, Developing Visio Solutions);

“access an external shape" '(Visio,.create a master, pages 141-143); and

“delegate the production to the external capabilitites" {Visio,' pages 142-144).

It is noted that Visio does not explicitly teach “an external shape stored outside the

computer program" as claimed. However, Visio, new masters which are newly created

suggests the external shape outside the computer program as claimed. Tl-nus, it would

have been obvious to a person ‘of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to configure Visio‘s system as claimed.

Claim 2 adds into claim 1 “an external action and an external symbol” which Visio

teaches in the create of new master's name and icon (pages 141-145)..

Claims 3-? add into claim 2 the manipulation and aitribution ofthe external shape

which Visio teaches in pages 60-71. 1

Due to the similarity of claims 8-15, 16-20, and 21-28.10 claims 1-7, they are
rejected under a similar rationale.
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Serial Number:.082‘726,09l . _ Page 5

Art Unit: 2772

Accordingly, the claimed invention as represented in the claims does not represent

a patentable distinction over the art of record.

4. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to P. Nguyen whose telephone--number is (703) 305-9796.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Friday from 0800 am. to 0430 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's I

supervisor, Heather I-icrndon, can be reached on (103) 305-9701. |T'he fax phone number

for this Group is (T03) 305-9?24.

Any inquiry of a general nature or ‘relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703)

305-3900.

/ ‘Erryd;
_, PHU K. NGUYEN

PRIMARY EXAMINER
GROUP 2460

I P.Nguyenr'vgj
February 18, 1998
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Form PTO 943 (Rev. ID-9-1.) US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - Patent and Tradcniarlr Office Application No.

NOTICE OF DRAFTSPERSODPS PATENT DRAWING REVIEW

PTO Draftpersons review all originally filed drawings regardless of whether they are designated as formal or infonnal. Additionally,-
patent Examiners will review the drawings for oorriplianee with the regulations. Direct telephone inquiries concerning this review to
the Drawing Review Branch. ?D3- 5-34.0-1.

. '-
r 'ngs filed (insert date] In E . are

not objected to by the Drafts r rson - ride: 31' CPR I34 or 1.152.B ' ' eted to by the Draftsperso under 3? CFR l.El¢ or L152 as
i tc_a ed below. The Examiner will require submission of new, cormcred
drawings when necessary. Corrected drawings must be submitted

’ according to the inslnictions on the back of this Notice.
i. DRAWINGS. 3? CFR I.t!4{a}: Acceptable categories ofdrawings:

Black ink. Color.
_ Nut btaelr solid lines. Figtsl
_ Color drawings are not acceptable until petition is granted.

Fists}E
. PHOTOGRAPHS. 3? CFR l.s4rb}

__ Photographs are not aoceptable until petition is granted.
Fists} fl .

_ Photographs not properly mounted [must use brystol board or
ptiotogniphic doub|c~w:igl1i paper). F'rg(s)

_ Poor quality [half-rune}. Fig(s}
. GRAPHIC FORMS. 37 CFR 1.54 [dl
_ Chemical or Inathcrnatical formula not labeled as separate figure.

Figisld
_, Group of waveforms not prcscnred as a single figure. using

common vertical axis with time extending along horizontal atria.
Figtsls.

_ Indivirtuals waveform not identified with a separate letter
designatioii adjacent to the vertical axis. Fig(s)

. TYPE OF PKPER. 3'! CFR |.S4(Cl
_ Paper not flexible, strong. white. smooth. nonshlny. and durable.

Siiccttsjt - ‘
_ Errrsures, allcralirrns. overwritings. interlineations. cracks. creases.

and folds copy machine marks not accepted. Figtsl
_ Mylar. vcluni paper is not acceptable (too thin}. Figtsl

. SIZE OF PAPER. 31 CFR I.84(i]: Acceptable siaca:
21.6 cm. by 35.6 cm. [5 U2 by 1-1 inches}
21.6 cm. by 3J.I cm. [3 ti‘! by 13 inches)
2 I .6 cm. by 27.9 em. (8 D? by 11 inches;
2| .0 cm. by 29.7 cm. (DIN size A4)

_ All drawing sheets not the same size. Sheetts}
,_,__ Drawing sheet not an acceptable size. Sheettsl

. MARGINS. 37 CFR L84-{g}: Acceptable margins:
Paper size

2l.6r:m. X 35 6 cril. 2l.6cm 3': NJ cnr.1|.6 cm. X 2'.|'.9r:rrI. 2l.0r:m. X 29.? cm.
E-b'l.|'1 x i4 ineltfil (5 ii? X l] incl1es].iB V}. X ll itllllefi (DIN Sine IN}
T 5.1 cm. E2‘) 2.5 _cm. H‘) 2.5 crn. (I'] 2.5cm.
L .64 cm. [If-1") 64 cm. UM’) .6‘ cm. (If-1") 2.5 (III.
R .b4 cm. [H45] 64 cm. (HIV) .5! cm. HM‘) L5 t:llt
B .54 Vin. UN‘! .64 cm. [IM,'l .64 cltl. {IM'.'l l-9 CIIL

Margmsr do nut ooa||’i:IrIrI tocltart aboveShouts) _
TlfopmT Left :1.) __ttjgtn (R) ___Bn|rumtB}

. VIEWS. 31' CFR L84(h}
REMINDER: Specification may require revision to correspond to
drawing changes.

__ All views not grouped together. Fig(5]
_ ‘Views eon nocted by projection lines or lines.

Fig[s)__,_.j
Partial views. 3? CFR l.3cl-(h) 2

COMMENTS:

ATFACHB-1ENT T0 PA PER N0.

_ View and enlarged view not iablod separatly or properly.
F"8lSJ_.__:__
Seétiunel views. 37 CFR Ls-1 {h}3_

__ Hatching not indicated for sectional portions of an object.
Fists)

__ Cross section not drawn same as view with parts in cross section
with regularly spaced parallel oblique strokes. Figtslg

E. ARRANGEMENT OF VIEWS. 3? CFR l.84(i}
_ Words do not appearon a horizontal. |eI't-Io-right fashion when

page is either upright or tumed so that the top becomes the right
side. except for graphs. Fig[s)

9. SCALE. 31' CFR L3-ttkl
_ Scale not large enough to show mechanism with crowding

when drawing is reduced in size to two-thirds in reproduction.
Fistsljj

__ Indication such as "actual size“ or scale 1!!" not permitted.
Fists)

I0. CHARACTER OF LINES. NUMBERS. & LETTERS. 3? CFR
1.810)
_ Lines. numbers 3: letters not nniforrnty thielr and well defined.

clean. durabie. and black (except for color drawings}.
Figfal '

ll. SHADINO. 3? CFR 1.84-(In)
_ Solid black shading areas nor perrtiilted.

Fists) ' .. '
__ Shade lines. pale. rough and blurred. Figrjs)

I2. NUMBERS. LEITERS. 8:. REFERENCE CHARACTERS. 3? CFR
l-3‘‘'iPl
__ Numbers and reference characters not plain and legible. 3'! CFR

1-3‘l'iPHll Fists)
__ Numbers and reference characters not oriented in same direction

as the view. 3? CFR [.8-1-(p](l} Figisl
__ English alphabet not used. 37 CPR |.B-t(p){‘2).
Fi .

_ Numbers. letters. and reference characters do not measure at least
.32 cm. (U8 inch) in height. 3? CF‘R(pJt3}
Figtsl

I3. LEM) LINES. 31 can |.E-i(q}
_ Lead lines ciuss each other. Figrsjl
__ bead lines missing. Figtsl

14.‘ NUMBERING OF SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 31 CFR l.84(l}
__ Sheets not numbered consecutive]-_r_ and in Arabic numerals.

beginning with number I. Sbcoltsl
:5. NUMBER or views. 3? CFR |.s'¢ru;
_ Views not numbered consecutively. and in Arabic numerals.

beginning with number I. Figtslgj
_ View numbers not preceded by the abbreviation Fig.

Fists)
I6. CORRECFIDNS. 31 can 1.3%.};
_ Corrections not made from prior PTO-‘M8.

Fists)
1?. DESIGN DRAWING. 3'.‘ CFR L152
_ Sttrfaeeshading shown not appropriate. Fists)
_ Solid black shading not used_ for oolor contrast.

Fists)
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.. _ #5/4
Attorney's Do'cke-. D.I'B682.0120' - ' PATENT

.s»r7—‘i‘2’

1 .2772./£40

 C5 N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

  

B:

E- LO
In re Application of; McFarland, et. al. ;. on' i an L.

- , . 5 95 EU

Serial No.. 03/125,091 E:_ g : '3
Filing Date: October 4, 1996 :_ "5 L“ }fi
Group Art Unit: 2772 3 572 ‘E C‘ r“

Examiner: P. Nguyen -5 I__ F"

Title: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUWG
GRAPHICAL IMAGES

:1 hereby certify that
this correspondence is
being deposited with the
United States Postal
service 35 first C1383
mail in an envelope

Honorable Assistant Commissioner addressed to: Assistant
Commissioner for
Patents, Washington,

Washington, D.c. 20231 °:'°'é°2“' 3 irgqg

- acme 5»' Name

Dear. Sir: '. Date 0 Signature

for Patents  
AHEEDMEH1

In response to the Official Action mailed March 2, 1998,

Applicants respectfully request the Examiner to reconsider the

rejection of the claims in view of the comments as set £orth_

below. Please amend the Application as follows.

IN THE AB TRA T

Please amend the Abetra?é't\to read_as follows:
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08/726,091.

'\

AE§IBB§I_QE_IHE_Dl5£LQEflRE

A method and system for producing graphical images includes

a computer—readahle medium and a computer program encoded on the

computer-readable medium. The computer program is operable to

access an external shape stored outside the computer program.
The Theexternal shape comprises external .capabilities.

computer program is further operable to delegate the production

of a graphical image of the external shape to the external

capabilities. .«

IH_IflE_QLALMfi

For the convenience of the Examiner all of the pending

claims are reproduced below regardless of whether amended or not;

No amendments to the claims have been made.

 

 
  

 

  
 

   
  
 

 

 

 

A computerized system comprising:

age medium;

a proce r coupled to the storage medium;

a computer rogram stored .in the storage medium, _the

computer program oper le to run on the processor, the computer

program further operable

access an external hape stored outside the computer

program, the external shape co rising external capabilities;

and

"delegate the production of a raphical image_of the

external shape to the external capabilitie

2. The computerized system of Claim -1, wherein the

computer program is further operable'to;. n’ -'
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1

access an external shape stored outside the computer
progr , the external shape comprising an external action and an

externa symbol; and -

delegate the production of graphical image of the

external sh pe to the external action and the external spmboli

3. The omputerized system of Claim -2, wherein the

computer program is further operable to:

receive ser input in a manner defined by the external

action; and

manipulate e graphical image in response to the_user

input in a manner defin d'by the external symbol.

4. The computerized ystem of Claim 2 wherein the external

action comprises a pluralit of external methods and external

data.

5. The computerized system f Claim 2 wherein the external

symbol comprises a plurality of e ernal methods and external

data.

6. The computerized system of laim 4 wherein the

plurality of external methods comprises:

a first method responsive_to a mouse bu ton activation;

a second method responsive to a mouse mo ment;

a third method responsive to input from a yboard; and

a fourth method responsive to a command rec ’ved from the

computer program based on input received from a use
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.:

The computerized system of Claim 5 wherein‘ the

plural'ty of external methods comprises:

'rst external method operable to set the attributes of

the exter l Symbol;

a seco d external method operable to calculate the bounds

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

   

 

of the exter 1 Symbol;

a third e ternaf method operable to get the attributes of

the external sy ol; _

a fourth ext rnal method operable to render the external

symbol; and

a fifth external method operable to archive the external

symbol.

8. A computer prog am encoded on a computer-readable
medium, the computer program operable to:

access an external ape stored outside the computer

program, the external shape co prising external.Capabilities;
and

delegate the production

external $hape_to the external capabi ities.

9. The computer program of Claim , wherein the computer

program is further operable to:

-access an external shape stored

program, the external shape comprising an ext nal action and an
external symbol; and

delegate the production of a graphica image of the

external shape to the external action and the ext‘ nal symbol.

90
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10. The computer program of Claim 9, wherein the computer

progra is further operable to:

receive user input in a manner defined by the external

action; a

m nipulate the graphical image in response to the user

input in a ma ner defined by the external symbol.

11. The co puter program of Claim 8 wherein the external

Capabilities com ise a plurality of external ,methods and

external data.

12. The computer rogram of Claim-9, wherein the external

action comprises a plur lity of external methods_and external
data.

13. The computer progr of Claim 9 wherein the external

symbol comprises a plurality external methods and external
data.

14. The computerized system of Claim 12 wherein the

plurality of external methods compris 5:

a first method'responsive to a mo e hutton activation;

a second method responsive to a m se button activation;
and

a third method operable to-allow th "external shape to

communicate data and events to the computer rogram.

15. The computerized system of Claim 3 wherein the

plurality of external methods comprises:
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a first external method operable get the attributes of the

exter al symbol;

econd external method operable to Calculate the bounds

of the e ternal symbol;

a thi d external method operable to transform the external

symbol; -

a fourth external method operable to render the external

symbol; and  

  
 

 

 

 

 

a fifth ext rnal method_operable to archive the external

symbol.

16. A method fo producing graphical images comprising:

executing a comput r program; ‘

providing a shape li rary external to the computer program,

the shape library having t least one Shape} the at least one

Shape having capabilities; _

providing the capabilitie associated with the at least one
shape to the computer program whi e the application is executing;

and I I

generating a graphical image sed on the capabilities.

1?. The method of Claim 16 wher ‘n the step of providing

a shape library comprises providing a d amio link library.

18. The method of Claim 16 wherein_t step of providing

the capabilities associated with the shape o mprises providing

a plurality of actions comprising a plurality action methods

and providing a symbol comprising a plurality of ymbol methods.‘
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The method of Claim 13 wherein the plurality of action

metho comprises:

irst method responsive to a mouse.button activation;

ond method responsive to a mouse movement;

a thi d method responsive to input from a keyboard; and

a fourth method responsive to a command received from the

computer progr based on input received from a user.

20. The com uterized system of Claim_ 18 wherein the

ethods comprises:

a first external ethod operable get the attributes of the

symbol;

a second external m hod operable to calculate the bounds

of the symbol;

a third external method operable to transform the svmbol;

a fourth esternal method erable to render the symbol; and

a fifth external method op able to archive the symbol.

21. A computer graphics pro ram encoded on" a computer

readable medium for generating a gra hioal image, comprising:1

an external shape module havin an external shape that

defines an erternal action and an exter

tion method and the

‘c symbol method;

a communication link coupled to the ext

action operable to perfornx a generic

external symbol operable to perform a gene

nal shape module;
and

1 symbol, the external

a computer graphics application coupled to t e communication

 
 

 

 

link and operable to communicate with the externa shape module

using the communication link, the computer graphic application

comprising an external action template operable to access the
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e ternal action and an external symbol template operable to

ace as the external symbol, the computer graphics application

furth r operable to delegate the production of a graphical image

to the eneric action method and the generic symbol method.

22. he computer graphics program of Claim 21, further

comprising a internal shape defining an internal action and an

internal symb

23. The com uter graphics program of Claim 21}.wherein the

external symbol is perable to perform a plurality of generic

symbol methods. I

24. The computer gr hics program of Claim 21, wherein the

external shape module comp 'ses a dynamic link library.

25. The computer graphic program of Claim 21, further

comprising a shared library and wherein the computer graphics

application is further operable to‘ ccess the shared library and

the external shape library is oper ble to access the-shared
library.

26, The computer graphics program of Claim 21, wherein the

communication 1ink,is operable to allow commu ication between the

external shape library-and the computer gra hics application

without the computer graphics application requir'ng knowledge of

the contents of the external shape library.
-.
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The computer graphics program of Claim 21, wherein the

communicati link comprises the Object Linking and Embedding

technology develo by Microsoft.

28. The computer graphic rogram of Claim 21, wherein the

communication link comprises a dyna link library application

program interface.

DALOIJS2 EISLI
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Bflfléfifi

This Application has been carefully reviewed in light of the

Official Action mailed March 2, 1998. Applicants respectfully

request reconsideration and favorable action in this case.

 ufi

The Examiner objects to the Abstract because oi improper

language pursuant to M.P.EJP. 5 60B.0l{b). Applicants have

amended the Abstract accordingly.

sestiQa_lfl1_§siestiQes _

The Examiner rejects Claims 1~28 under 35 U.S.C. § 1o3(a)

as being unpatentable over a book entitled “Developing Visio

SolutionsW ("Visio"}. _In this regard it was stated_as follows:

As per claim 1, Visio teaches the claimed

“Computerized system" comprising: I

“a storage medium“ (Visio,.disk, page 4}:

"a processor" ivisio, page 4); I

"a computer program", (Visio, Developing Visio

Solutions};

"access an “external shape“ (Visio, create a

master, pages lel-143}; and

"delegate the production .... to the external

capabilities“ (Visio, pages 1é2~l44};

It is noted that Visio does not explicitly teach

"an- external shape stored' outside the computer

program" as claimed. I However, Visio, new masters

which are newly created suggests the external shape

outside the computer program as Claimed. Thus, it
DALEl1:3fi2116I.I
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.would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to

configure Visio's system as claimed.

Claim 2 adds into claim 1 “an external action and

an erternal symbol” which Visio teaches in the create

of new master‘s name and icon (pages 141-145). ' \

Claims 3-? add into claim 2 the manipulation and

attribution of the external shape which Visio teaches

in paces 60-71.

Due to the similarity-of claims 8-15, 16-20, and

21-28 to claims 1-7, they are rejected under a similar
rationale.

Applicants respectfully traverse this rejection of Claims 1-28

for the reasons described below. Claims 21-28 are addressed
first, and Claims 1-20 are addressed next.

Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection of Claims 21-

28. According to the Manual of Patent Examining procedure:

To establish a prima facie case or obvicusness,

three basic criteria must be met. First, there must

be some suggestion’ or motivation, ‘either in the

references themselves or in the knowledge generally

available to one of ordinary skill-in the art, to

modify the reference or to combine reference

teachings. I Second, there must be a reasonable

expectation of success. Finally, the prior art

DALU1:36286I.l
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reference-{or references when combined] must teach or

suggest all the claim limitations.

The teaching or suggestion to make the claimed

combination-and the reasonable expectation of success

must both be found in the prior art, not in

applicant's disclosure. In re Vaeck, 94? F.2d 488, 20

USPQ2d 1438 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, '§ 2143. The above

rejection is improper for at least the reason that the proposed

modification of Visio does not teach or suggest every limitation

‘of the claimed invention. "Claim 21 recites:

an external shape module having an'external

shape that defines an external action and an

external symbol. the external action operable to

perform a generic action method and the external

symbol operable to perform“ a generic .symbol

method;

a communication link coupled to the external

shape module; and

a computer graphics application coupled to

the communication link and operable to

Communicate with the external shape module using

the communication link, the computer graphics

application comprising an external action

template operable to access the external action

and an external symbol ltemplate operable to

DnLoI:35m1.I
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access the external symbol. the computer graphics

application further operable to delegate the

production of a graphical image to the generic

action method and_the generic symbol method.

Visio does not teach or suggest this combination. Visio
utilizes a -table of data files that are accessed when a

partiCular'Shape is desired. The data files contain information

' describing a_shape. The shape is then created and edited with

.tools within the computer program. Such a system is limited to

editing and creating shapes in ways permitted:by the tools within

the computer program. Thus, although shapes may be added.after

the release of the computer program used in Visio, the shapes

that may he added are limited to shapes that the internal tools

in the computer program knows how to create and edit.

The proposed modification of Visio does not teach or suggest

all of the limitations claimed in Claim 21. For example, the

cited portions of Visio do not teach "an external shape module

having an external shape that defines an external-action and an

external symbol, the external action operable to perform a

generic action method and the external symbol operable to perfiorm

a generic symbol method,“ nor is such a limitation identified by

the Examiner as being taught by the cited reference. Nowhere in

the cited portions of Visio is there any suggestion of external

- actions or symbols that are operable to perform a generic action

.method or a generic symbol method. Rather, in the cited portions

of Visio, Visio describes the creation of a master, which is

defined at page 16 of Visio as a shape saved on a.stenci1 so that

it can be reused in other drawings. The performance of a generic
D!\L0!:352B6I I
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action method or generic symbol methods is not addressed_by the

cited portions of the reference. Failure to utilize external

actions operable to perform generic action methods and_external

symbols operable to perform generic symbols'methods limits Visio

to.the production of shapes’the may_be produced utilizing only

the.internal tools of the computer program. Thus, the proposed

modification does not teach the above-cited claim limitation.

For this reason alone, the rejection is improper.

In addition to not teaching_the claimed external shape

module, the cited portions of Visio do not teach “a

communications link coupled to the external shape module," nor

' does the Examiner assert that such a limitations is taught.

Furthermore, the cited portions of Visio do not teach.“a computer

graphics application cdpriaing an external action template

operable to access the external action and an external symbol

template operable to access the external sfmbol, the computer

‘graphics application further operable to delegate the production

of a graphical image to the generic action method-and the generic

symbol methodg" nor does the Examiner assert that such

limitations are taught. Nowhere.in the_cited portions of Visio

is there a teaching of the delegation of the production of a

"graphical image to a generic action method and a generic symbol

method of an external shape. In fact, Visio suggests‘ the

opposite. In the last paragraph of page_l42, Visio states with
reference to the creation of a master:'

with either‘ of the procedures "described in this

section. you can create a master from an object that

you have pasted or imported into Visio from another
D-v\LOI:36?36:|.I
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program. However, when users create an instance of

such a master, they won't be able to edit the shape's

vertices, rotate it, or add text to it.

Thus, the capabilities of a shape utilized by Visio are limited

a priori by the capabilities of Visio. which is inconsistent with

the delegation of the production of a graphical image to a

generic action method and a generic symbol method contained in
a shape external to the computer program." Thus, not only do the

cited portions of Visio not teach this delegation, but it teaches

away from such delegation. For each of the above reasons,_the

rejection is improper. Reconsideration and favorable action are

requested.

As depending from allowable independent Claim 21, dependent

Claims 22-28 are also allowable. Reconsideration and favorable

action are requested.

glgimg ;-;§

!AppliCantS respectfully_traverse the above rejection of
Claims 1-15. This rejection is improper for at least two

reasons. First, the proposed modification of Visio does not

teach or suggest every limitation of the claimed invention.

Second, the proposed modification is improper because there is

no suggestion or motivation in the art to modify the reference
as suggested by the Examiner.

with respect to the first reason, Claims 1 and 8 each

recite, for example, "a computer program further operable to:

access an external shape stored outside the computer program, the
DJ\LD|:362fi6Ll
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external shape comprising external capabilities; . ; . and

delegate the production oi a graphical image of the external

shape to the external capabilities.“ App1icants_respectfully

submit the cited reference does not teach or suggest this
limitation; For example, the rejection-itself admits that Visio

does not explicitly teach “an external.ehape stored outside the

doputer program as claimed." Therefore, Applicants respectfully

submit that Visio also does not teach a computer program operable

to access an external shape having external capabilities and

operable to delegate the production of a graphical image of the

external shape to the.external capabilities.‘ Contrary to the

assertion made in the rejection, Applicants find no mention on

pages 142-144 in Visio of the-delegation of'the production of a

graphical image of the external "shape to" the external

capabilities, and as described above in conjunction with Claims

21-28, visio_actual1y teaches away from providing-external shapes

with external .capabilities. For at least this reason, the

rejection is'improper.

In addition to not teaching the claimed limitations, the

rejection is also improper because there is no suggestion or

motivation in the art to modify the reference as suggested by the

Examiner. In this regard, the Examiner stated:

It is noted that Visio does not explicitly teach “an

external shape stored outside the computer programf as
claimed. However, Visio; new masters which are newlg_

created suggests the external shape outside the

computer program as claimed. Thus, it would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at
DM.0|:3fi29»§|.l
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the time the invention was made to configure Visio's

system as claimed.

This recitation clearly does not constitute a suggestion or

'motivation in the art to modify the reference as proposed by the

Examiner. The Examiner admits that Visio does not explicitly

teach "an external shape stored outside the computer program."

Thus. it is clear that the Examiner has concluded that Visio new

masters, which are described in Visio, do not constitute an

external shape stored outside the computer program. As_not

constituting an external shape stored outside the computer
program, Applicants respectfully.submit that the use-of Visio new

‘masters does not suggest the claimed combinations.

The Examiner is reminded that it is the Examiner's

responsibility to provide a convincing line of argument as to why

one of ordinary.ski1l in the art would be motivated to modify a

reference. M.P.E.P. § 706.02(i)("The initial burden is on the
examiner to provide some suggestion of the desirability of doing

what the inventor has done. 'Tc support the conclusion that the

claimed invention is directed to obvious subject matter, either

the reference must expressly or impliedly suggest the claimed

invention or the examiner must present a convincing line of

reasoning as to why the artisan would have found the Claimed

invention to have been obvious in light of the teachings of'the

refierences. Ex parte Clapp. 227 USPQ 972. 973 (Ed. Pat App. &

Inter. 198S)'"). Such a convincing line of argument has not been

provided, nor is one available in the prior art.

D.’\l..0l.J6!861.!
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Rather, on1y_the teachings of the specification provide such

reasoning. According to one non-limiting embodiment of the

.invention, the utilization_of an externa1_shape having external

capabilities allows the production of shapes that the underlying

computer program would not otherwise know how to create or edit.

Therefore, according to the specification, it is desirable to

utilize external shapes having external capabilities. However,

the Examiner cannot rely on the teachings of the invention to

"provide the rationale for ‘the .proposed modification. Such

reliance is clearly improper. M.P.E.P. § 2143 ("The teaching or

‘suggestion to make the claimed combinationland the reasonable

expectation.of success must he found in the prior art, not in

applicant's disclosure. In re Uaeck, 94? F.2d 488, 20 USPQ2d'

1438_ 1Fed. Cir. 1991)“). _For this additional reason, the

proposed'modification is improper, and therefore the rejection

is improper. Reconsideration and favorable action are requested.

In addition to depending from allowable independent Claim

1, Claim 2 is allowable for that additional reason thatnvisio

does not teach "an external shape comprising an external action_

and an external symbol." As described above, the Examiner admits
that Visio does not teach an external shape stored outside the

computer program. Clearly, Visio does not teach an external

shape comprising an external action and an external symbol.

Reconsideration and favorable action are requested. as depending

from Claims 1 and 2, dependent Claims 3 through 6 are also

allowable. _

BALD I ‘$63551 .1
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In addition to depending from allowable independent Claims

1 and 2, Claim ? recites additional limitations that are not

taught by the cited reference. By way of example, Claim 7

recites "a third external method operable to get the attributes

of the external symbol." Visio does not teach this limitation,
nor has the Examiner asserted that such a limitation is,taught

by visio. Reconsideration and favorable action are requested.

For analogons reasons, the rejection of dependent Claims 9

through 15 is also improper. Reconsideration and favorable

action are requested.

Qlaimg 16-2fl

Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection of

independent Claim 15 and the claims that depend from it under

similar rationale as described above in conjunction with Claims

1 and B. For example, Claim 16 recites "providing a shape

library externa1'to the computer program, the shape library

having at least one shape, the ‘at least one_ shape having

capabilities;" and "providing the capabilities associated with

the at least one shape to the computer program while the

application is executing." These limitations are clearly not

taught by Visio. For at least this reason, Claim 16, and the

claims that depend from Claim 16, are allowable. Reconsideration

and favorable action are requested.

DALO[:3|S286I.I
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Qenclutiens

Applicants have now made an earnest attempt to place this

case in condition for allowance. For the foregoing reasons, and

for other reasons clearly apparent, Applicants respectfully

request full allowance of all pending Claims. If the.Examiner

.feels that a telephone conference or an interview would advance

'2oo1 Ross Avenue

prosecution of this Application-in any manner, the undersigned

attorney for Applicants stands ready to conduct such a conference
at the convenience of the Examiner.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees or
credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 02-0384 of Baker

& Botts, L.L.P.

Respectfully submitted,

BAKER & BOTTS, L.L.P.

Attorneys for-Applicants

 
Dallas, Texas 75201-2980
(214) 953-6509

‘hate’: Finn 2

 

'1
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ApplicationfControl‘Number: 08i'726,09l _ Page 2

An Unit: 27?2

I. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

to) A patent may riot be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or describedas set forth in
section I02 ofthis title. if the differences between the subject matter sought" to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the,time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art towhich said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by themanner in which the invention was made. .

Thisapplication currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims

under 35 USC. l03{a), the examiner presumesthat the subject matter of the vatious claimswas

commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to

the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation 'under 37 CFR l_.56 to point out the inventot

and invention dates ofeach claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later -invention was

made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. l03© and potential 35

‘U s.c l02(f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. l03{a).

2. Claims. I-28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a} as being unpatentable over Visio

(Developing Visio Solutions} in view of Halviatti et 211. (5,790,117).

As per claim 1, Visio teaches the claimed “computerized system“ comprising:

“a storage medium” (Visit), disk, page 4);

"a processor“ [Visi0. page 4); I

“a computer program" (Visio, Developing Visio Solutions);

“access an external shape” {Visio, create a master, pages 141-.143]; and

“delegate the production ...to the external capabilities" (Visio, pages 142-144).
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Art Unit‘. 2772

It is noted that Visio does not explicitly teach “an external shape stored outside the

computer program” as claimed. However, Visio, new masters which are newly created suggests

the external sltapeoutside the computer program as claimed. Ftirthermore, Halviatti teaches that

such “external shape” is well known in the art (I-Ialviatti, A-TUS 340, Fig.

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made, in view of the teaching of Halviatti, to configure IX/isio’s system as claimed.

Claim 2 adds into claim I “an external action and __an external symbol" which Visio teaches

in the create of new master's name and icon (pages 14.] -145).

Claims 3-? add into claim" 2 the manipulation and attribution of the external shape which

Visio teaches in pages 60-71.

Due to the similarity of claims 8-15, 16-20 and 21-28 to claims 1-7, they are rejected
1

under a similar rationale.

Accordingly, the claimed invention as represented in the claims does not representa

patentable distinction over the art of record. ;

3. Due to new ground of the rejection cited above, this action has been made NON-FINAL.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Phu Nguyen whosetelephone number is (703) 305-9796. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Friday from 3:00am to 4:30pm.
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App|icationJ'Contro1 Number: D8r"r'26,091 ' Page 4

Art Unit: 2772

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor.

Mark Powell, can be reached on (703) 305-9703. The fax phone number for the organization

where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 305-9724.

Any inquiry ofa general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900.

P.\Uayc
October 20, 1998 .

j‘3°’°8~3v
PHU K. NGUYEN '

PRIMARY EXAMINER
- GROUP 2400
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era? '77»-L
Attorney's Docket: _ - _ _ PATENT

0136310120 08:"';'26.09i 4-, 7

1 92/15- 9‘?

we
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

T-T11 re Application of; McFarland, et al.

 Serial No; 03!726,091 .R°E‘‘‘';‘''' '3
Filing Date: Octobei-4,1996 H?‘ U 1 5599}

‘Group Art Unit: 2772 I ii."-‘=-*--*-_i =.-a 270.0 (
Examiner: Phu Nguyen

Title: ' METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING

GRAPHICAL IMAGES '

I; hereby certify that this
correspondence is being deposited
with the United States Postal Servicc
as fast class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Assistant Commissioner
for Patents,_ Washington, DC. 2023 I ,
on the date shown below.

1

I - M _ - 4. . . I 'A S. L '
Honorable Assistant Commissioner "M me

for Patents

Washington, D.C. 2023]

 
Dear Sir.’

 

. In response to the Official Action mailed November 12, 1998, Applicants respectfitlly

request the Examiner to reconsider the rejection of the claims in view of the comments as set
forth below.
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I IHEQLAIMS;

For the convenience of the Examiner all of the pending claims are reproduced below

regardless ofwhether amended or not. No amendments to the claims have been made. -

REC5Ei‘.;’i-SE3.

as rage medium; F53 E] 1 l-“Fl

A computerized system comprising:

a pro ssor coupled to the storage medium; J ' - Gf0:...'.=‘ 97-'70

a compu r program stored in the storage medium, the computer program operable to run

on the processor, computer program litrther operable to: '

access external shape stored outside the computer program, the external shape

comprising external capa "hues; and I

delegate the uction ofagraphical image of the external shape to the external

capabilities. I

I 2. The computerized sys m of Claim 1, wherein the computer program islfurther

operable to: I

access an extemal shape sto outside the computerprogram, the external -shape

comprising an external action and art extema] mbol; and

delegate the production of graphi ' image of the external -shape to the external

action and the external symbol. '

3. The computerized system of Claim 2, wh in the computer program is further

operable to: I

receive user input in a manner defined by the ext al action; and

manipulate the graphical image in response to the u input in a manner defined

by the external symbol.

_ - r

4, The computerized.system of Claim 2 wherein the external tioncomprises a

plurality of external methods and external data.

DA.I..0 I :-It22029.I  
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The computerized system of Claim 2 "wherein the external symbol comprises a

pluraIity"'o external methods and external data.

6. e computerized system ofClaim 4 whereinthe plurality of external methods

comprises:

a first method sponsive to a mouse button activation;
:1 second method sponsive to a mouse movement;

a third method respo sive to input from a keyboard; and

a fourth method respo ve to a command received from the computer program based on

input received from a user.

7. The computerized syste of Claim 5 wherein the plurality of external methods

comprises:

a first external method operable to set e attributes of the external symbol‘;

a second external method operable to ca! late the bounds of the external symbol;

a third external method operable to get the a ibutes of the external symbol;
a fourth extemal method operable to render the. xtema] symbol; and

a fifth external method operable to archive the ext al symbol.

8. A computer program encoded on a computer»: able medium, the computer

program operable to: _

access an external shape stored outside the computer , the external shape

comprising external capabilities; and

delegate the production ofa graphical image of the external s pe to .the external

capabilities.

 
Di|\L0l'.-123029. I
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The computer program of Claim 8, wherein the computer program islfurther

access an external shape stored outside the computer program, the external shape

comprising an temal action and an extemal symbol; and

del ate the production -ofa- grapllical image ofthe externalshape to the external

action and the extem symbol. I ' I

10. The comp r program "of Claim 9, wherein the computer program is further

operable to: i

receive user inpu in a manner defined by the external action; and

manipulate the grap ‘cal image in response to the user input in a manner defined

by the external symbol.

'm 8 wherein the external capabilities comprise aI l. The computer program of

plurality of external methods and external dat

1'2. The computer program of Claim wherein the external action comprises a

plurality of external methods and external data.

l3. The computer program of Claim 9 wherei the external symbol comprises a

plurality of extemal methods and external data.

14. The computerized system ofClaim 12 wherein the pl lity ofexternal methods

comprises:

a first method responsive to a mouse button activation;

a second method responsive to a mouse button activation; and

a third method operable to allow the extemal shape to communicate da and events to

the computer program.

DALOI 3122029.!
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The computerized system of Claim 13 wherein the plurality of external methods '

comprises:

a first xtemal method operable get the attributes of the external symbol;

a seam xtemal method operable to calculate the bounds of the external symbol;

a third exte a] method operable to transform the external symbol;

a fourth exte l-method operable to render the external symbol; and

a fifth external thud operable to archive the external symbol.

16. Amethod for roducing graphical images comprising:
I executing a computer p ram;

providing a shape library e temal to the computer program, the shape library having at
least one shape, the at least one shap having capabilities;

providing the capabilities associ ed with the at least one shape to the computer program

while the application is executing; and

generating a graphical image based o the capabilities. '

17. The method of Claim 16 wherein th step ofproviding a shape library comprises
providing a dynamic link library.

1 3. The method ofClaim 16 wherein the step o roviding the capabilities associated

with the shape comprises providing a plurality of actions ornprising a plurality of action

methodsand providing a symbol comprising a plurality of syrn cl methods.

l9. The method ofClaim 13 wherein the plurality of acti ' methods comprises:

a first method responsive to a mouse button activation;

at second method responsive to a mouse movement;

a third method responsive to input from a keyboard; and

input received from a user.  
DALO I :d22{I29.I
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The computerized system of Claim 18 wherein the ‘plurality of symbol methods  

  

 

  

 
 

 

comprises. _

a firs xternal method operable get the attributes of the symbol;

a secon external method operable to calculate-the bounds of the symbol;
:3 .—. El‘.3 en5

method operable to transform the symbol;

a fourth exte al method operable‘ to render the symbolgand

a fifth external ethod operable to archive the symbol.

21. A computer aphics program encoded on a computer readable medium for

generating a graphical image, mprising: I _
an external shape module ving an external shape that defines an external action and an

extemal symbol, the extemal act'i'on' rable tolperfonn a genericaction method and the external

symbol operable to perform a generic mbol method; I

a communication link coupled to e external shape module; and

a computer graphics application c pied to the communication link and operable to

communicate with the external shi1pe__rnodu using the communication link. the-computer

graphics application comprising an external actio plate operable to access the external action
and an external symbol template operable to access e external symbol, the computer graphics

application further operable to delegate the production fa graphical image to the generic action

method and the generic symbol method.

22. The computer graphics program ofClaim'2 1 , er comprising an internal shape

defining‘ an internal action and an internal symbol.

23. The computer graphics program of Claim 21, where the external symbol is

24. The computer graphics program of Claim 21, wherein the -ext al shape module
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The computer graphics program of Claim 21, further comprising a shared library

and wherein computer graphics application is fi.trther operable to access the shared library and

the external shap 'brary is operable to access the shared library.

26. The comput graphics program ofClaim 21, wherein the communication link is

operable to allow cornmunicatio between the external shape library and the computer graphics

application without the computer gra ‘cs application requiring knowledge of the contents of the

extemai shape library.

27. The computer graphics program o laim 21, wherein the communication link

comprises the Object Linking and Embedding technolo developed by Microsoft.

23. The computer graphics program of Claim 21, wh ein the communication link
comprises a dynamic link library application program interface.

REMARKS

This Application has been carefiilly reviewed in light of the Official Action mailed

November 12, 1998. Applicants respectfully request reconsideration and favorable action in this
case.

fiection 10,} flejeetigng _

The Examiner rejects Claims 1-28 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a} as being unpatentable over

a book entitled “Developing Visio Solutions" ("Vi.s'fo"), bothalone and in combination with US.

Patent No. 5,790,117 to Halviatti (“Ha!vIatri"}. In this regard it was stated as follows:

As per claim 1, Visio teaches the claimed "computerized system"

comprising:

"a storage medium" (Visio, disk, page 4);

"a processor" (Visio, page 4); I

"a computer program" (Visio, Developing Visio Solutions};

DALO I .'-122029.]
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"access an external shape" (Visio, create a master, pages 141-143); and

"delegate the production to the external capabilities" (Visio, pages 142-

144). _ ' '
It is noted that Visic does not explicitly teach "an external shape stored

outside the computer program" as claimed. However, Visio, new masters which

are newly created suggests the external shape outside the computer program as

claimed. Furthermore, Halviatri teaches that such “external shape" is well kriowrl

in the at1(HaIw'am', ATUS 240, Fig. 3). _

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

at the time the invention was made, in view of the teaching of Halviattf, to

configure Visio's system as claimed. I
Claim 2 adds into claim i "an external action and an external symbol"

which Visio teaches in the create ofnew master's name and icon (pages 14 [-145].

Claims 3-7 add into claim 2 the manipulation and attribution of the

external shape which Visio teaches in pages 60-71.

Due to the sintilarity ofclaims 2.15, 16-20, and 21-23 to claims 1-7, they

are rejected under a similar rationale.

Applicants respectfully traverse this rejection of Claims I-28 for the reasons described below.

Claims 21-28 are addressed first, and Claims 1-20 are addressed next.

laims 21-2

Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection ofClaims 21-23. According to the Manual

of Patent Examining procedure:

To establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic criteria must

be met. First, there must be some suggestion or motivation,-either in the

references themselves or in the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary

skill in the art, to modify the reference or to combine reference teachings.

Second, there must be a reasonable expectation of success“. Finally, the prior art

DALO I :-1210211
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reference (or references when combined) must teach or suggest all the claim

limitations.

The teaching or suggestion to make the claimed combination and the

reasonable expectation of success must both be found in the prior art, not in '

applicant's disclosure. In re Vaeck 947 F.2d 488, 20 USPQ2d 1438 (Fed. Cir.

I991).

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, § 21.43. The above rejection is i1:nproper'- for at least the
reason that neither the proposed modification ofVisio nor the combination ofVisio and Halviartf

teaches or suggests every limitation ofthe claimed invention. Claim 21 recites:

an external shape module having an external shape that defines an

external action and an external symbol, the external action operable to

perform a generic action method and the external symbol operable to

perform a generic symbol‘ method;
acornmunicatiort link coupled to the external shape module; and

a computer graphics application coupled to the communication

link and operable to communicate with the external shape module using

the communication linl-L; the computer graphics application comprising an
external action template operable to access the external action and an

external symbol template operable to access the external symbol, the

computer graphics application further operable to delegate the production

of a graphical image to the generic action method and the generic symbol
method. I

Visio does not teach or suggest this combination. Visio utilizes a table of data files that-

are accessed when a particular shape is desired. The data files contain information describing

a shape. The shape is then created and edited with tools within the computer prograrn. Such a

system is limited to editing and creating shapes in ways permitted by the tools within theII’

D.-'tl..0 I :-111029.!
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computer program. Thus, although shapes may be added after the release of the computer

program used in Visio, the shapes that may be added are limited to shapes that the internal tools

in the computer program know how to create and edit.

Furthermore, the combination ofVisio and Halviarri does not teach all of the limitations

I of Claim 2 l. The invention claimed in Holviarri is a "computer-aided software testing system

and methods which assist a Quality-Assurance engineer and software developers with the testing

of Graphical User Interface (GUI) software programs." 'Halvitmi' at- col. 1, lines 21-26.

Specifically, acomputer-based training system is provided that "monitors various events of the

Windows system and desired target applications." Messages from these "events" are "trapped

by the A'I'Us and reported to the Message Engine as CBT messages." Messages of interest are

processed by a script engine. Halviarri at col. 8, lines 42-61. Halviarti does not teach or suggest

- a computer graphics program that comprises an external shape module, as claimed in the present

application.

Neither the proposed modification of Visio nor the combination of Visio and Hafviatri

teaches or suggests all ofthe limitations claimed in Claim 21. For example, the cited portions

of Visio do not teach "an external shape module having an external shape that defines an

external action and an external symbol, the external action operable to perform a generic

action method and the external symbol operable to perform a generic symbol method," nor

is such a limitation identified by the Examiner as being taught by Visio. Nowhere in-the cited

portions of Visio is there any suggestion of external actions or symbols -that are operable to

perform a generic action method or a generic symbol method. Rathei. in the cited portions of

Visio, Visio describes the creation of a master, which is defined at page 16 of Visio as a shape

saved on a stencil so that it can be reused in other drawings. The performance of a generic action

method or generic symbol methods is not addressed by the cited portions of the reference.

Failure to utilize external actions operable to perfonn generic action methods and external

..syrnbols operable to perform generic symbols methods limits Visio to the production of shapes

the may be produced utilizing only the internal tools of the computer program. Thus, the

proposed modification does not teach the above—cited claim limitation.

DA L01:-122029. I
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Furthermore, the combination of Visio and Holviatti also does not teach the claimed

external shape module. The Examiner states that Holviorri teaches that external shapes are well

known in the art. The Examiner cites to Haiviattilr disclosure of "AT-"Us". However, the ATU.r

are not related to, and do not suggest. external shapes. Thefigriction ofthe ..4TUs is to process

messagerfiom specific target applications andfiom an operating system, such as Itflcrosofl

Windows. Halviatri at col. -8, line 64 to col. 9; line 13. The ATUs function "to trap events and

convert them into CBT messages," which are "high-level rnessage[s] describing one or more

events which have occurred." Halviotri at col. 9, lines 14-20.__For example, instead of having to
monitor low-level system messages that announce when either the left or right mouse button is

' in either an up or down position, the user is only informed that a mouse button has been clicked.

Halviotti at col. 9, lines 20-25. In no way does Halviatri teach or suggest an "external shape" in

an "external shape module" that isoperable to produce "a graphical image." For these reasons

alone, the rejection is improper.

In addition to not teaching the claimed external shape module, the cited portions of Visio

and Halviatti do not teach "a communications link coupled to the external shape module,"

nor does the Examiner assert that such a limitation is taught. Furthermore, the cited portions of

Visio and Halviotrf do not teach “a computer graphics application comprising an external

action template operable to access the external action and an external symbol template

operable to access the external symbol, the computer graphics application further operable

to delegate the production of a graphical image to the generic action method and the

generic symbol method," nor ‘does the Examiner assert that such limitations are taught.

Nowhere in the cited portions of Visioand Halviotti is there a teaching of the delegation of the

production ofa graphical image to a generic action method and a generic symbol method of an

external shape. In fact, Visio suggests the opposite. In the last paragraph of page 142, Visio
states with reference to the creation of a master:

I With either of the procedures described in this section, you can create a master

from an object that you have pasted or imported into Visio from another prograrnf

DALI) I :-i2?029.I
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However, when users create an instance of such a master, they won't be able to

edit the shapes vertices, rotate it, or add text to it.

' Thus, the "capabilities of a shape utilized by Visio are limited apriori by the capabilities ofVisio,

which is inconsistent with the delegation of the production of a graphical image to a generic

action method andla generic symbol method contained in a shape external to the computer

program.‘ Thus, not only does Visiolnot teach this delegation, it teaches away from such

delegation. In addition, as stated above, Halviatti also does not teach this limitation. For each
of the above reasons, the rejection is improper. Reconsideration and favorable action are

requested.

As depending from allowable independent Claim 21, dependent Claims 22-28 are also

allowable. Reconsideration and favorable action are requested.

§.l.3in1s_h1_§ _
Applicants respectfully traverse the above rejection of Claims 2-15. This rejection is

improper for at least two reasons. First, neither the proposed modification of Visio nor the

combination ofVisio and Halvioiii teaches or suggests every limitation ofthe claimed invention.
Second, the proposed modification of Visio is improper because there is no suggestion or

motivation in the art to modify the reference as suggested by the Examiner.

With respect to the iirst reason, Claims 1 and 8 each recite, for example, "a computer

program further operable to: access an external shape stored outside the computer

program,_the external shape comprising external capabilities; . . . and delegate the

prodilction of a graphical image of_'tl:te external shape to _tl1e external capabilities."

Applicants respectfully submit Visio, either alone or in combination with Halviatti, does not '

teach or suggest this limitation. For example, the rejection itself admits that Visio does not

explicitly teach "an external shape stored ‘outside the computer program as claimed_.'' I

Therefore, Applicants respectfully sulbmit that Visio also does not teach a computer program
operable to access an-external shape having external capabilities and operable to delegate the

D.-\l..0 I . 122029.!
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production of a graphical image of theiexternal shape to the external capabilities. Contrary to the

assertion made in the rejection, Applicants find no mention on pages 142-144 in Visio of the

delegation of the production of it graphical image of the external shape to the external

capabilities, and as described above in conjunction with Claims 21-23, Visio actually teaches

away from providing external shapes with external capabilities. For at -least this reason, the

rejection is improper.

Furthermore, Halvfaftf does not teach or suggest the use of an external shape. The

Examiner states that Halviatri teaches that an "external shape" is well known in the art.

However, Applicants find no reference to an external shape, or anything related to an external

shape, in that reference. As described above, contrary to the Examiner's assertion, the ATUs

disclosed in Haiviatti in no way teach or suggest the use of external shapes. For at least this

reason, the rejection is improper.

In addition to not teaching the claimed limitations, the rejection is also improper because

there is no suggestion or motivation in Lheart to modify Visio as suggested by the Examiner. In

this regard, the Examiner stated:

It is noted that Visio does not explicitly teach "an external shape stored outside

the-computer program" as claimed. However, Visio. new masters which are

newly created suggests the external shape outside the computer program as
claimed.

This recitation clearly does not constitute a suggestion or motivation in the art to modify the

reference as proposed by the Examiner. The Examiner admits that Visio does not explicitly teach

"an external shape stored outside the computer program." Thus, it is clear that the Examiner has

concluded that Visio new masters, which are described in Visio, do not constitute an external

shape stored outside the computer program. As not constituting an external shape stored outside

the computer program, Applicants respectfully submit that the use ofVisionew masters does not

suggest the claimed combinations.

DALOI'.422t329.I
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The Examiner is reminded that it is the Examiner's responsibility to provide a convincing

line of ‘argument as to why one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to modify a

reference. M.P.E.P. § 706.02[j)("The initial burden is on the ‘examiner to provide some .

suggestion of the desirability ofdoing what the inventor has done. ‘To support the conclusion that

the claimed invention is directed to obvious subject matter, either the_r/eferencelmust expressly

or irnpliedly suggest the claimed invention or the examiner must present a-convincing line of

reasoning as to why the artisan would have found the claimed invention to have been obvious

in light of the teachings of the references. Ex pa:-re Ciopp, 227 USPQ 972, 973 [Bd Pat App. &

Inter. 1985)”). Such a convincing line of argument has not been provided, nor _is one available

in the prior art.

Rather, only the teachings of the specification provide such reasoning. According to one

non-limiting embodiment of the invention, the utilization ‘of an external shape having external

capabilities-allows the production of shapes that the underlying computer program would not _

otherwise know how to create or edit. Therefore, according to the specification, it is desirable

to utilize external shapes having external capabilities. However, the Examiner cannot rely on the

teachings of the invention to provide the rationale for the proposed modification. Such reliance

is clearly improper. M.P.E.P. § 2143 ("The teaching - or suggestion to ‘make the claimed

combination and the reasonable expectation of success must be found in the prior art,‘ not in

applicant's disclosure. In re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 438, 20 USPQ2d 1438 (Fed. Cir. 1991)"). For this

additional reason, the proposed modification is improper, and therefore the rejection is improper:

Reconsideration and "favorable actionare requested.

In addition to depending from allowable independent Claim 1, Claim 2 is allowable for

that additional reason that neither Visio nor Halviarri teaches "an external shape comprising

an external action and an external_symbol." As described above, the Examiner admits that

Visio does not teach an external shape stored outside the computer program. Clearly, Visio does

not teach an externa} shape comprising an external action and an external symbol. In addition,
as described above, Halviatri does not teach an external shape, and therefore also does not teach

an external shape comprising an external action and an external symbol. Reconsideration and"

DALE I :-112029]
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favorable action are requested. As depending from Claims 1 and 2, dependent Claims 3 through
6 are also allowable.

= In addition to depending from allowable independent Claims 1 and 2, Claim 7 recites

additional limitations that are not taught by the cited references. By way ofexample,_ Claim 7

recites "a third external method operable to get the attributes of the external symbol."

Neither Visio nor Haiviarrr‘ teach this limitation, nor has the Examiner asserted that such a

limitation is taught by these references. Reconsideration and favorable action are requested.

For analogous reasons, the rejection ofdependent Claims 9 through 15 is also improper.
Reconsideration and favorable action are requested.

fla'LtEL5_1.6;2.ll

Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection of independent Claim 1_6 and the claims that

depend from it under similar rationale as described above in conjunction with Claims 1 and 8.

For example, Claim 16 recites "providing a shape library external to the computer program,

the shape library having at least one shape, the at least one shape having capabilities;" and

"providing the capabilities associated with the at least one shape to tlrecomputer program

" These limitations are clearly not taught by Visio or

Haiviatri. For at least this reason, Claim '1 6, and the claims that depend from Claim 16, are

allowable. Reconsideration and favorable action are requested.

DALO I :621029.I
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Censlnsiqns

Applicants have now made an earnest attempt to place this case in condition for

allowance. For the foregoing reasons, and for other reasons clearly apparent, Applicants

respectfully request fi.1ll allowance ofall pendinglClaJ'ms. If the Examiner feels that a telephone
conference or an interview would advance prosecution of this Application in any manner, the

undersigned attorney for Applicants stands ready to conduct such a conference at the convenience
of the Examiner.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees or credit any oxferpayrnents
to Deposit Account No. 02-0384 of Baker & Botts, L.I...P.

Respectfillly submitted,

BAKER & BOTTS, L.L.P.

Attorneys for Applicants

Z4/%rn_
. illzams

Reg.N . 0,227

 
 

20_01 Ross Avenue
Dallas; Texas 75201-2980
(214} 95345447

Date: 1a_nnanL22._l222
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This is a communication lrcm the examiner In charge of your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

NOTICE OF ALLOWABILWY.

All claims being allowable. PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED In this application. It not included herewith {or
previously mailed}. a Notice 0! Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be melted in due course.

W This communication is responsive to ,._.;z 54! I - -2 Q —
£3‘ The allowed clairrrtsl israre l —— g 8 - ' .

The drawings tiled on are acceptable.

Acknowledgement is made ol a claim Ior Ioreign priority under 35 U.S.C. §-I 119(3)-(d).

All ' I Some‘ I None of the CERTIFIED copies at the priority documents have been '
received.

I: received in Application No. {Series Codelserial Number]

El received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 172(3)}.

‘Certified copies not received:

D Acknowledgement is made of a claim tor domestic priority under 35 U.S.O. § 119(9).
A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIFIE THREE MONTHS
FROM THE ‘DATE MAlLED" ol this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions oftirne may he ohtained under the provisions of 3? OFR 1.13-6:3).

C Note Ihe attached EXAMINEFTS AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-‘I 52. which discloses that the oath or’declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OH DECLARATION F5 REQUIRED.

E Applicant uusr submit NEW‘ FORMAL DRAWINGS

:I because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be informal.

U including changes required by the Notice of DratIperson's Patent Drawing Review. PTO-9-13. attached hereto or to Paper No. .-

13 including changes required by the proposed. drawing correction tiled on . which has been approvedby the examiner.

D including changes required by the attached Examiners Amendmentlcomment.

Identifying indlcle Iuch as the application number {see 3? CFH 1.8aI(c)) should be written on the reverse side of the drawings.
The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with e transmittal letter addressed to the Official Dreftpereon.

D Note the attached Eitaminefs comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Any response to this letter should include, lnthe upper right hand corner. the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES CODEI'SEFltAL NUMBER}.II applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due. the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER and DATE of the NOTICE OF
ALLOWANCE should also he included.

Artachmentts} I -

: Notice ol Relerences Cited, PTO-892 _ _.
Information Disclosure Slaterrrenttsl. PTO-1-1-19. Paper Nels}. PH” Kl NGLWEN ._ _
Notice ol DrafIsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-9-1B PRINAHY EXAMWERGROUP 248i!

C‘. Notice ol tntorrnel Patent Application, PTO¢152

D Interview Summary, PTO-413
: Examiners Amendrnantrcomment

Examiners Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material

U Examiners Statement of Reasons for Allowance ' - ' 3
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UNIIED 81-A'\_ ,5 DEPARTMENT OF ‘COMMERCE

NOTICE OF.ALLOWANCE_AND ISSUE FEE DUE
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  amt-iii-usri mo enour mar UNIT  
' - ' '.‘-.=.'.?'2;: FM 1' i 1:3, 5:"?

LE Uflt 151th} term mat.

cuss-suawss T
_ ' I-.:f'd.> 

 

-—'l -=1 E . Levitt L-' T 1 |_ 1 iv i‘|:-.73 -.r::'.E’I'.':'-. -M :.n"«'r' i. ;.‘/"L¢‘F.'

THE APPLICATION IDENTH-'.|'ED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCEAS A PATENT.
ECiI'J'TI' HI‘ I‘

ma ISSUE FEE MUST as me wnmmv FROM THE MAILING MTE OF THIS '1'i'OT'G.'.='-.03 THIS
APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. '_ ‘ " "

now ro nssrrorvo TO rnis NOrice.-
I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your " ' If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: "current SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status'1s'chenged. pay twice the amount 0! the .
FEE DUE shown above and notify the Patent and ’°‘- F93’ FEE DUE 5'"°"""" “"-‘°"'°- '3'
Trademark Office oi the change in status. or '

B. It the status is the same. pay the FEE DUE shown _ I _ ' , ,
above. 8. File verified statement of Small Entity Status before, or with,

payment of 1i2 the FEE D_UE shown above.

ll. Pan B-issue Fee Transmittal shouid be completed and returned to the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) with your
ISSUE FEE. Even if the ISSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account. Part B Issue Fee Transmittal
should be completed and returned. If you are-charging the ISSUE FEE to your deposit account. section "4l:i" oi Part
B-Issue Fee Transmitta! should be completed and an extra copy of the fonn should be submitted.

Ill. All communications regarding this application must give application number and batch number.
Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE untess advised to the contrary.“ .

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing an eppiicetions filed on or after Dec. #2, 1980 may require payment-of -
maintenance fees. it is patents-e'e responsibility to ensure timeiy peyrnent ofmeinllenence
fees when dare. '

WHHANDHDHERKOHMEOMW
PTOL-B5 rnav. 10-96} Approved tor use through oaooise. roesmnaep
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FAFIT B;l§SlJE'FEE TRANSMITTALIH " 2

fbomprm and mu um ram. Ingelhef mu: 9- .nb|e fees. In‘. ' an: Issue FEE _ ,
. ' ' Anlnant celmnlnloner for Penn-.3

wasmngmn. o.c. amt  org-El.

MEMUNG INSTRUCTIONS: This Inrrn ahmrkl lie used for tflnsmftflng the ISSUE FEE. Blocks 1 Ncm,.n‘aWnm“Is°1mamml Gm “who “um,” I
lflmu-ywehuuld he E:omp_|etedwhereapprIopria1e. Aiflurmeroolreeponderhce inobcllng me Ieieue Fee “W - "ml F 1. am Tm
nocarpx. Ihs Pa1errr.ed\rano9oIdereendnoIi1'lc.ol§on or maintenance leee will be rneledao Iheaurrenr ,,,,",',",“§,;',,,,,,,§"..',§,,,“,,‘,m"“|,,.,,'“',,_ E,,,_g'§,,;";',";,':,_“"',_”$flcorrespondence address as lrlcloerecl unteee oorleded below ordlrected olherwfee in Block ‘I. by {e} magnum«mm .1.-gm.-.u_ mu,‘ mwmmmaflmhmmwn.specifying a new correspondence eddreee: andior [la]: incicefing a separate ‘FEE ADDRESS‘ for

corllflcalze of Irlelllngmaintanarldafoa norificetiorse. _
CUfl1EMOORHE&P9NDENCEflDDflE35mowL.ogUynwhmMmuymnufiuIaunEbok!| Ihareh1roenJr3rdnIfl1IsIest.nFeeTrensninelBbeiragaepneiredwfin

the Un|IadS‘IaI1esPnsIal Saruilnawml snmo1eu1rpoe‘ha9erorflreIcIeee-nIa|llnanenue|opaao‘dreswdtofl1eBnorIssuaFaenddmssebauaonI1‘Iedalo|rI1|na.!e4:Ibelow.

  
 

  

 

 
 
 

reu Len ford

F‘.-'~':|'_|EI'5 51.: I |‘|I3. |'.'iR:’-'11"-' H I I-

,I.1 I" 1:- . 4 v+.'=_:.-..

  
 2. Fnrpllntu-xgonIheDalon|Irompege,Ia5t

[I}:herIemesoh.pIo34egietereopaJem 1 Bragg: Q fig;-:5. 1.1.13,nrnurnays or ngerls OH, alremam-sly. {2} '
Irienelneof eeIngIefin'n{I1eru1ngeee
mamtnrarngmerednmmaycragsruj 2
erIomene1'I'Ies oluplozleglelenoo patent
atlDrr|aysora9BI1ls.Ifrn)rIaInolsIsInd.no
nerrIewiLIbanI|n1.eo. 3

 
l.Cha-I199 of oorveeporvoerleo eoonessor Inoioelion of ‘ Fee Moreen‘ (37 CPR 1.365].

use or PTO ronnta} and Oualomer Number one recun1mendod.hut not required.
3 Change of fl}f|'B5p0l!d8nl2B address [or Change of Curr'espundaru'.e fiddmss lnrrn
FTO4'5B:"122] anacned. .

‘Fa Rddresf (or -‘Fee Address‘ fljdlcalion Inrrn P'TU.|'5B:"4?} attached

3. ASSISNEE NAME AND fiES1DENCE-DATATO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT {prim or lypé}
PLEASE NOTE: unless an easlgnee Is boemfiieo oerour. no eeslgrree om uifl aopeer on the potentrndusron ol nsalgnee aura Ie only appruosana when an aseignrnent has been pmnousry aubmlledlo
the PTOCHE belng euhrrllued under sapurala amour. Corrrplrminrr uhhle (arm is NOT: :u.hsi‘un.|e for
||IirIg_an assinnmem

W "-‘”'‘E 0': ‘‘55‘°"EE Micrografx , Inc.

‘(El RESIDENCE: [CITY In STATE OFI CA3L|NTFW] Ric]-la rd50“ , Texas

-to Tneiollonirrq Ieeeereencloseotrrleketnedrpeyebleiocormiseioner
ol Palnnis and TI'3dB1‘\‘\fl.I||:3}: .
[}IissueFee
lllnavameo-our-uoroupnaa 10

 
 

 
  
 

  

' 41:. The tollawlrq iaesordeltimcy h Ihese fees should be changed to:
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTwMBER 
ranmosam EXTRA com or this FORM}
m!eaueFas .

Advlrlfiaflor-Idulplfi
fleas: clheclc [ha nnulupriala assignaeeatagory Indicated bolcwrivdll rnltbepflnlad on the pmanll
CI lndmdual Q aormralkm or other prrume grmp mllly U nuvumrmm

rm ccnumssron
I .

 

 
 
 

 
  

IIIUH!XIjlI3!!!

. W.‘-r~.~., ‘E328 E
esIimaoed9o!.ekeD.2noq.n:ooompIe1e. 'fi_rne wlllvanr

dependingunlhe needs cltneirni mesa. Anymmmenlsmlhe amounlohime required J '
to oomnlehe Ihie lorm should be sern no the CfI|uo1"|n1'orrrIwoI"1 Offloer. Perem and Trudornerlr 1 1
Oflice. Weshinginn. D.C. 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OFI COMPLETED FORMS TO THBS -
ADDRESS. SEND FEES AND THIS FORM TO: Bo)": Issue Fee. Assismnt Commissioner for mm _
Pe1en1s,Wnsh|ngton n.c. 20231 . - '15-‘rmg Dry _

0.‘. War:Undenhe Peperwods Fleducflonecl of 1995, no person: are mqulredm respond Ineonlecfion
of infmnalinn unless it dispiays a valid OMB oofllltll number,

. TIJIIISHTTIIISFMI IIITH FEE
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]N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent No.: 5,959,633

Issue Date: 932831999

Serial No.: o3n26,o91

Filing Date l0f4;"l996

Title: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING GRAPHICAL
' IMAGES

I hereby certify that this
correspondence is being deposited
with the United States Postal
Service as firs: class mail in an

BOX M F53 envelope addressed to: Box M Fee,
Honorable Assistant Commissioner of Patents Comnfissioner of _Parents and
washifiglon’ DC 20231 ' Trademarks, W'ashJJ:1glon, D.C.-2023 I, on the date shown below.

Name '

Dear Sir:

1 IE» 0?.Date -
 

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE IN SMALL ENTITY STATUS

The assignee of the above—identified US. Patent Ifilpplioation wishes to notify the U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office that status as a Small Entity is no longer appropriate pursuant to

37 C.F.R. §1.9.

Respectfully submitted,

BAKER BOTTS L.L.P:

Atto sfo ssignee

  
200! Ross A nue,’Suite 600
Dallas, TX 201-2980  
(214) 953-5509 _ __,; ' ',_-’-'_.
Attorney Docket No.1 {}73030.0l06 , 1:;

. _ ' ox "'

D.I'\L0| 1573305 I
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Application or Docket Number

PATENT APPLICATIONIFEE DETERMINATION RECORD .
Eflective October 1. 1996 I‘! 0 3 I

CLAIMS AS FILED - PART I- OTHER THAN
[Coiumn 1} Column 2 SMALL ENTITY

'NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA
n._.‘J. am. 1

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT '

 

' ||1n¢ uirlerenoe an coiurnn I is I955 lhan zero. Enier "0' in column 2

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II _ QTHEQ TH“;

I Iliulumn 2} (Column 3] Sflfi[_|_ ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
AFTER . ' PREVIOUSLY EXTRA

AMENDMENT _ pmn Fon

Independent

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

IAMENDMENTA EEIIRRRRN
TOTAL TOTAL

- OFI
[Culumn 1} tcoiumn 2} (Column 3} AUDIT" FEE ADD“: FEE
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING ‘ NUMBER PRESENT
HFTEFI PREVIOUSLY

AMENDMENT PAID FOR- --all-.. - -..a-Lat :43

‘Total
—Ei

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

AMENDMENT3'
{Column 3:

CLAIMS
REMAINING PR ESENT

' AFTE R EXT R A
' AM E ND M E NT

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIF"I_E_DEF'ENDENT CLAIM

AMENDMENTCH
' ‘II Inc enlfy in column I is teas Inan Ihe sfllfy in caaumn 2. mile ‘0‘ in column 3.
" !I1I1e ’HigI1E5l Number Previously Paid For‘ IN THIS SPACE IS less lhan 20. mile: "2D.“
'''n The "Highesi Numlaer Previoushr Paid For IN THIS 5PAL‘.‘E'is1e5sIhan 3. Bnlar *3.‘ . ADD” ‘:55

The "Highes! Nurnhe: Previously Paid For‘ (Total or rnuepennlenii is me higngsl number Iaund in the applopriale box in column I.

Egg“ ‘”Jg’E::I975 ‘u.s Government Fmling on-ca 1995. :13-23$"-(BT91 ‘ Palianl and Traflelliarl: orrice. U.S DEPARTMENT OF COM MERGE
If. ' _
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EP%     
Farm FTO 1130
(REV 294) , ' u.s. DEPARTMEN F coMMERcE ,4‘ I ‘ ( I ‘

— - I, ~ .TsT EXAMINER 4 , DATE .9— 5PACE DATA ENTRY CODING SHEET ’°‘”e”‘ 3” 'a°e”''‘ 0”“ I ' . /77 ///[m i / I
A » _ I2NI> EXAMINER ,DATE A ___I

’ APPUCAHON NUMBER _ EEIEE FILING DATE SPECI A GROUP . SHEETS OF T i,.
I I

‘‘ TOTAL ' INDEPENDENT SMALL FOR N I

_ : CLAIMS Enngw FILING FEE I.IcE E ATToRNEY DOCKET NUMBER
' I CONTINUITY DATA ~ »‘ PARENT FILING

CONT STA PARENT APPLICATION « I I PARENT P NT DATECODE CO SERIAL NUMBER V . PCT APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER . ‘ 'NUMB MONTH DAY YEAR

MONTH ‘DAY YEAR HANDLI ..,ART UNIT CLASS . DRAWING ,

nH726091~ W I1! l*@|:@’</HIE‘ @a9§17I¢ EEWYI‘ IIZJFKIIE

  
I

I

HI-II
-I 

' PCT/FOREIGIN APPLICATION DATA -

FOREIGN" . . I ' ' FOREIGN
PRIORITY . coun Y - FILING DATE ,
CLAIMED_ T I PCTIFOFIEIGN APPLICATION SERIALNUMBER ’ Mom” my YEAR
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